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Britain's Winter of Closs War

For AGeneral Strike Against
Tory Lockout!
11 JANUARY -By imposing draconian measures
including a three-day workweek (40 percent wage
cut) and massive cutbacks in government spending for housing, schools, hospitals and social
services, Britain's Tory government is making
perhaps the most concentrated attempt by a
capitalist regime since the Great Depression to
reduce the living standards ofthe working masses in an advanced country. These depressiongenerating policies are justified by Conservative
Prime Minister Heath by a supposed "national
interest" in crushing the work stoppages by the
miners and railwaymen and in maintaining state
wage controls. But behind this smokescreen of
patriotic rhetoric, the naked conflict between
the capitalist government and the labor movement is so obvious, so deep and so explosive
that even the American bourgeois press has
begun to write about "class war" in Britain.
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Economic Boom, Tory Style
This winter of class war comes after a relatively good year for British capitalism. During
1973 the U.Ko economy grew at ::t 6.5 percent
annual rate, the highest in ca~)italist Europe.
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business cycle, coming after three years of
slump. Equally important, however, was the
help from a successful state wage-control policy
which the trade-union leadership verbally op-
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British Prime Minister Edward Heath
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posed, but went along with in practice.
1973 also saw a marked decline in strikes,
the fewest since Heath took office in 1970, as a
result of this passivity of the labor tops. The
"industrial peace" was the result of a conscious
effort by the union leadership to deflect workers'
hostility to the frankly anti-labor Heath government from industrial action into electoral hopes.
Bolstering such illusions was the task of the
formally more leftist Labour Party program
adopted last fall (see" A Left Face for Labourism," WV Nco 33, 23 November 1973). But as a
result of the Labour leaders' do-nothingism, the
Railway workers demand higher wages.

real income of British working people has declined steadily since last summer, the victim of
a 10 percent rate of inflation and Tory wage
controls.
Britain's uncompetitiveness is an absolute
and narrow barrier to economic expansion. Increasing incomes always induce more imports
than they generate in exports. Consequently
British booms are always cut short by rising
balance of payments deficits. And so it is in the
winter of 1973-74, with this pressure greatly
intenSified by the runaway price of oil importso
The highest growth rate in capitalist Europe was
accompanied by the largest balance of payments
deficit in the world, an estimated $2.8 billion in
1973 (Economist, 5 January 1974).

Common Market Blues
Despite the economic boom, the negative effects of British entry into the Common M:::rket
have made them;:;elves dramatically clear to
working people. Recent opinion polls show that
opposition to membership in the Market strongly
outweighs supporto With good reason: the EEC' s
a>;ricultural protectionism is disastrous for a
~ouJ1try whch imports most of its food; since
entry British food prices have risen about 20
percent (~Vall Street Journal, 18 December).
The elimination of tariffs on goods from Western Europe could only damage Britain's antiquated industries. Contrary to the popular image,
Britain is now a net importer of cars and m;lchine tools. More than 50 percent of its imports
are manufactures, not food or raw materials.
And during 1973, British imports from the rest
of the Common Market exceeded U.K. exports
to the continent by a third. Britain ran a balance
of payments deficit with every Common M,'.rket
member except Belgium and Ireland!
To compensate for the known economic disadvantage of Common Market membership,
Heath was relying heavily on prom,'.ses of unilateral grants from the rich uncle of the EEC,
West Germany. This was to come in the form
of a regional fund channeled into dying industrial
areas, like" the Scottish Clydeside shipyards. The
regional fund is a quaint notion whereby ruined
industries would be subsidized by the foreign
capitalist firms that helped bankrupt them,
thereby negating the whole purpose of international capitalist com.)etition.
U,1der the best of Circumstances, German
aid to Britain would have been quite limited.
And this winter is not the best of circumstances.
Facing a recession at home, German Chancellor
Brandt adroitly kicked Heath in the face, defying
the Common Market over the regional fund.
Heath is asking for roughly $3 billion, the EEC
commission is proposing $2025 billion, while the
Brandt government has refused to pay a penny
over $600 million (Economist, 29 December
1973). With major conflicts over oil and the
regional fund, this winter's economic crisis may
witness the disintegration of the "rich man's
club," the capitalist Common Market. Ie would
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be a good thing for the international
working classo

Tories Lose, Labour: Loses
The labor/economic CriSIS occurs
at a time of general disillusionment
with the traditional two-party pOlitical
alignment in Britain. As the liberal
Guardian (5 January) succinctly put it,
"Neither of the big political parties any
longer commands much confidence. "
The unpopularity of the Heath government results not only from the rampant
inflation and falling living standards,
but also from the ties between the Tory
regime (which san c tim 0 n i 0 us 1y
preaches austerity in the "national interest") and the most venal, parasitic
section of the British capitalist class.
If the Heath government is perhaps not
quite as totally morally bankrupt as
Nixon'S, the difference is not great. As
a columnist for the London Times (18
December) wrote:
"It was not only the bombs which made
us willing to accept Churchill's demand
for blood, tOil, tears and sweat. It was
our conviction that when he got them
he would not waste them, either by
giving them away to the rich or by
building follies with them. Our present
leaders do not, to put it mildly, carry
such conviction."

However, the Labour Party has
gained little from the widespread belief
that the Heath governm,nt is essentially
a rip-off operation for the idle rich.
Industrial trade unionists, the core of
the Labour Party base, do not look forward to a second Wilson government
with great enthusiasm, They remember that the first Wilson governm"mt
(during the late 1960's) attempted to
carry out the three most unpopular
acts of the Heath government-state
wage control, restrictions on tradeunion power (through the National Industrial Relations Court) and entry into
the Common M,lrkeL At the same timt"
the leftward motion of Labour's
working-class base has deprived the
reform:st party leadership of the bourgeois support it had in the 1960's,
At the time, Wilson campaigned as the
rational, effective manager in the ma.nner of Willy Brandt. Today he is widely
regarded as an unprincipled, and moreover ineffectual, maneuverer trying to
s t r add 1 e the growing gap between
middle-class liberal voters and the increasingly militant socialist working
class,
On the electoral level, the disillUSion
with Heath and Wilson has manifested
itself in a series of victories in byelections (to fill vacancies in Parlia-
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ment) for the Liberals, the nineteenthcentury "enlightened" bourgeois party
which lost most of its base with the
development of the Lab 0 u r PartYo
Equally important has been the growth
of the Scottish and Welsh nationalists,
the latter in alliance with the Liberals,
Outside the electoral arena, there has
been marked growth of those political
forces to the left of Labour, notably
a Significant strengthening of the Communist Party (CP) within the unions,
A general disillusionment with the
traditional pOlitical alignments is usually a good situation for the growth of
a revolutionary organization. However,
in the case of opportunist elements it
can also stimulate appetites for class
collaboration in order to "get a piece of
the action." It is interesting that at
present such tendencies are evident
both on the extreme right and in the
extreme left of the British workers
movement.
The Labour right wing has demonstrated considerable interest in a parliamentary bloc with the Liberals. This
is not only because the Liberals may
well hold the parliamentary balance of
power, but also because they could provide right-wing Labourites with a bourgeois ally to counter the power of the
trade unions, During the past year one
of the pro-Common Market Labour
MoP.s, Dick Taverne, split to form the
Democratic Labour Party, a small harbinger of motion toward a right LabourLiberal coalition.
On the "revolutionary left, " the International Marxist Group (IMG), British section of the ostenSibly Trotskyist
United Secretariat, is pushing for a
"broad" unity of all forces opposed to
the Tories, no doubt dreaming that this
maneuver could catapult it into a major
political force:

wage control in prinCiple, arguing only
that the miners should be treated as an
exception; and they are now shying away
fro m challenging the government's
7 percent wage increase limit, instead bargaining over "wash-up time"
pay.
The miners' baSic wage of $58 to
$83 a week is not even adequate to
maintain the existing labor force; 600
miners a week leave the industry for
less dangerous, unhealthy and brutal
jobs elsewhere. Much higher wages for
the miners would be in the rational interests of British capitalism, not only
because of their strong bargaining position at present, but Simply to attract
more labor into what should be an expanding in d us try, given the present
oil supply situation. Thus there is considerable sentiment within the British
ruling class to buy off the miners as an
exception to wage controls, while hanging tough with the rail waymen and other
sectors. It is essential, therefore, for

the attempt of the British ruling class to
present an important, but still essentially trade-union, struggle as an insurrectionary conspiracy can only help
create the political atmosphere for a
revolutionary crisis.
For its part, the Tory government
has been giving ominous hints that it is
prepared to use a mailed fist against
the labor movement. Britain is currently under an official "State of Emergency," declared On November 14 of
last year, for the fifth time since Heath
came to office. Sections 17 and 18 of
the Emergency Powers Act permit a
cabinet minister to authorize the armed
for c e s to enter any premises, with
whatever means necessary, to implement regulations for the maintenance of
electricity and gas supplies, while section 32 makes interference with essential services an offense of sabotage,
Another government demonstration of
force took place with the massive
mobilization of the British Army, com-
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"We propose the formation in every
area of a united body of all SOCialists,
trade union and political organizations,
open to all those who are prepared to
struggle against the Tory governm8nt
and its pOlicies."
-I~ed

Weekly, 31 August 1973

Explicitly modeled on the ill-fated
French Union of the Left, such a formation would be a claSSic "popular
front" linking the Labourites, Stalinists
and centrists to the Liberals and the noless bourgeois Scottish and Welsh Nationalistso Such a formation would be a
major obstacle to building a revolutionary party, whose political goal is
the independence of the working class
fro m the bourgeoisie. The reason
Marxists raise the demand of a labor
party based on the unions (in the U.S.
and other countries where there is no
mass workers party) is precisely to
break the workers from the bourgeois
parties. The !MG's "broad" anti-Tory
unity would have exactly the opposite
effect.

Miners and Rai Iwaymen Take
on Heath
Taking advantage of their increased
bargaining power as a result of the oil
criSiS, the miners, railwaymen and
power station operators acted to break
through Heath's 7 percent wage limiL
Faced with a conSistently reactionary
government and soaring living costs,
the unions adopted the justifiable tactic
of a slowdown (where they would still
be paid) rather t han a full-fledged
strike. The miners refused to work
overtime and the railwaymen adhered
strictly to the contractual and legal
safety regulations. It is a telling fact
about the real conditions of the British
working class that the miners can cripple the economy by only working afiveday week and the railwaymen by refusing to violate official operating
standards!
Despite the militancy and strategic
importance of the miners' action, the
National Union of Miners' leadership,
including the CPers, is running it as a
localized apolitical wage dispute. The
NUM has not opposed Heath's Phase III
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Welsh miners march against Heath's Phase Three in December.

the miners, railwaymen and other unions to coordinate their wage negotiations and not permit themselves to be
played off against one another.
While it is possible that the miners
may eventually be favored in order to
break the ominous (for the capitalists)
working-class unity, Heath is currently
set on crushing the miners. Since it was
a mine workers' strike in the winter of
1971-72 which shattered his first attempt at wage austerity, Heath nowappears obsessed with showing the miners
who's boss; he sees this conflict as a
supreme test of his right and capaCity
to rule. What the Heath government is
willing to do to defeat the miners goes
far beyond the rational interests of
British capitalism. The miners' action
has, therefore, created one condition
that often paves the way to a revolutionary situation: that is, when the vested interests and actions of a particular
regime diverge sharply from the real
interests of the ruling class, isolating
the government fro m any popular
support.

Tories Play the "Red Scare"
Tune
One of the reasons that Heath is obsessed with the miners' union is that it
has a strong Communist Party fraction,
with public CPer Mick McGahey (head
of the Scottish miners) known as the
hard-liner in the top leadership. Heath
is reported to have told a Common Market gathering in Copenhagen that the
Communists are trying to bring down
his government. Simultaneously the influential conservative Economist is
running a campaign against the "red
menace" in the labor movement, threatening a police state if the Stalinists and
other left- wingers are not curbed by the
"moderates." Like Heath's professed
determination to fight to the bitter end,

plete with numerous Scorpion tanks, to
surround Heathrow Airport last week.
Although ostensibly directed against
"international terrorists," the extreme
measures were interpreted by several
observers as a warning to labor as to
what might be Heath's answer toageneral strike.
What is needed above all else in such
a situation is obviously a revolutionary
leadership for the workers movement.
Yet this is precisely what is most lacking. The fact that the government is being challenged by a union with a strong
CP presence is circumstantial (except
in the sense that the miners' traditional
militancy would incline them toward the
Stalinists rather than more traditional
Labourite reformists) .. And the Communist mine workers' leaders are dealing with the situation essentially as a
militant wage struggle unrelated to any
revolutionary strategy. McGahey goes
out of his way to emphasize the unpolitical nature of the overtime ban:
"As far as bringing down the Government we had an all-out strike by the
miners in 1972 and there was no talk
then of us trying to bring down the Government ... Every time there is industrial t r 0 ubI e the Government and
press start s c rat chi n g around for
conspiracies. "

-Manchester G!wrdian Weekly,
5 January 1974
"For this [overthrowing capitalism 1,
you need an ideological struggle and
I'm only conducting an economic exercise at this stage."
- Wall Street Jow-nai, 18 December

The Communist Party's ref 0 r m i s t
"t her e 's - no bod Y - her e - but -usmilitant-trade-unionists" line not only
blocks any effort to turn the job action
into a revolutionary struggle against
the bourgeois state, but disorients the
miners even on the leveloftrade-union
struggle, since it is crucial to actively
mobilize the British working class
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simply in order to win the desired wage
increases.

Heath Opts for Depression
Measures
Short of armed force, the Heath government has resorted to the most drastic possible measures to break the miners' job action. It has brought incredible
suffering to the entire working class in
order to pressure the miners back to
work. It imposed a three-day workweek
on some 16 million out of Britain's 25
million wage earners, claiming that
shortages of coal necessitated such a
measure. Unfortunately for Heath, it is
hard to falsify the figures for (;oal reserves (unlike the situation of the oil
companies, who have a complete monopoly on information about their supplies). As of late November, British
coal. reserves were actually higher than
they were last year and are now even
higher than when the miners began a
seven-week total strike in January 1972
(Manchester Guardian Weekly, 5 January). These facts are so widely known
that even the New York Times (3 January) had to declare that the three-day
workweek was anti-labor and not an
energy-economizing measure:
"But Prime Minister Heath appears
less interested in maintaining production and full employment than in bringing the pressure of public opinion to
bear against the miners. His apparent
aim is to defend his wage policy and
halt inflation."
The workweek in a capitalist economy cannot be turned off and on like a
water faucet. The shorter workweek
will reduce market demand, create
bankruptcies, produce supply bottlenecks and lead to general economic
chaos. With unemployment already over
a million, British Steel is laying off
100,000. Even if the Heath government
decided to restore the normal workweek
tomorrow, declining production would
continue.
And the shorter workweek is only
part of Heath's depression-generating
policies. Believing that a sharp cut in
su,pply would intensify inflation and the
balance of payments defiCit, the Heath
government decided to cut money demand by simultaneously raiSing taxes
and cutting back budgeted expenditures
by close to $3 billion, the most deflationary government budget since the
early 1930's. This measure was so reactionary that the dean of Keynesian
economists, Paul Samuelson, sent a
let t e r of unbelieving protest to the
Financial Times stating: "There is no
excuse to have a secondary receSSion,
like so many in capitalism's history,
just because we must suffer the primary recession from the oil shortfall"
(Economist, 5 January).

For a General Strike Against
the Tory Lockout:
The British working class has today
the organizational strength, will and
desperate need to defeat the Tories'
anti-labor/depression poliCies. A general strike against the Heath government is the obvious means to carry out
this struggle. But a general strike
e as ily pos es the ques tion of state power.
Given the treacherous, reformist leadership of the Labour Party and the unions, from Wilson to "leftists" like
Jones /Sc anlon/Murr ay and even C Pe rs
like McGahey, an insurrectionary general strike could only be beaten, producing a historic defeat on the order
of the crushing of the British general
strike of 1926.
Leninists do not, like the anarchists,
endow the words "general strike" with
magical powers: we distinguish a oneday mobilization to protest a government polfcy, for instance, from an insurrection to achieve state power. A
general strike in Britain today should
have the limited, defensive aim of reversing the poliCies of the Tory government and bringing it down. Should such
a strike be victorious, even under reformist leaders and despite their inevitable attempts to sabotage the struggle, it would then open up a revolutionary situation.
Two ostenSibly revolutionary organi~ations., the IMG and the Chartist
'~
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Bureaucrats Play Games with NY
Long Lines Walkout
JANUARY ll-New York City telephone
workers went on strike recently for the
first time since 1971, as Communication Workers Local 1150, Long Lines
(AT&T, overseas telephone), led a
six-day walkout in protest against a
physical assault on a union steward by
a company supervisor. The supervisor
struck the steward on December 24
after an argument over grievances
against the supervisor; the bloodstained steward was later suspended
for leaving work to get medical attention against the supervisor's orders!
The same supervisor had earlier fought
with another worker, who was also
suspended. However, no action was
taken against the supervisor in either
case.
Such an incident is indicative of the
blustering company reign-of-terror on
shop floors in U.S. industries, in which
supervisors and foremen who perform
no productive, useful functions, adm~nister labor diSCipline for the capitalists. A ;?hysical assault against a
union representative is, in addition, a
direct threat to the whole organization,
and no union worthy of the name should
have settled for less than immediate
dismissal of the supervisor and reinstatement, with pay and clean records,
for the two injured workers.
However, this small strike revealed
all the weaknesses of the CWA's partial unio~1ization of the phone company
(and of the parent AT&T, which runs
Long Lines directly), as well as the
weaknesses of the m8st "progressive"
wing of the trade-union bureaucracy.
Despite the "left"talk of newly-elected
Local 1150 President Anthony Candopoulos about defending the "dignity"
of the workers, the leadership settled
for simply the lifting of the suspension

of the steward (but not of the other
worker!) without pay and with no action
against the supervisor!
The leadership capitulated to the
company's argument that if the worker
struck first, as alleged, even under
provocation fro m a violence-prone
supervisor with many g r i e van c e s
against him, it was the worker's fault.
Furthermore, no effort was made to
mobilize the women operators or explain the lIr.derlying Significance of the
issue to them, with the result that
most of them, including many union
members, scabbed during the strike.
(Unlike New York Telephone Company
operators, who are in a separate company union, Long Lines operators are
organized-about 60 percent at bestby CWA Local 1150). Such a weak response does not bode well for the
union's performance in the upcoming
national contract struggle in July, in
which the company's complete lack of
sick leave, which leads to frequent
firings, suspensions, etc., for sick and
injured workers, just to mention one
of many intolerable aspects of telephone-company working conditions,
must be corrected.

Main Lesson: Fight Special
Oppression of Women, Minorities
The strike underscored the main
lesson of the 1971 strike, and indeed
all telephone strikes: a leadership
which is unwilling to face the revolutionary implications of a struggle
against the special oppression of women workers will be unable to defeat
the giant telephone monopoly on even
the most minor issues. As long as
the operators are working, the company
is not shut down and can wear down

even a long, 100 percent effective
strike of the more mil ita n t male
craftsmen.
The Local 1150 operators had numerous grievances, which were naturally used as "excuses" for scabbing.
No one organized them to come out
(not even the union stewards in many
cases:), and over the weekend (when
craftsmen are normally off but operators work) there were no picket lines,
or only token lines. Operators receive
far lower pay·- and more company intimidation than the craftsmen, including victimization for any hint of militancy, and so can less afford to strike.
And did the dispute really concern
them? Many operators felt that the
strike was caused by nothing m 8re
than a falling out of drinking buddies.
Would the union leaderShip have shown
the same zeal if the supervisor's
victim had been a mere operator rather
than one of Candopoulos' pals?
It was questions like these which
caused the CWA to lose an NLRB
election for collective bargaining rights
for New York Telephone operators
before the 1971 strike and led to operator scabbing on that strike. The
union's low repute among operators
is directly related to the leadership's
failure to show the slightest interest
in defending operators and its complete lack of a program f8r the doublyoppressed women workers.
Unlike the myopic CWA bureaucracy, whose main concerns are to get
along with the companies and to protect its fat expense accounts, the government is quite attuned to the danger
of an explosion of militant action by
minority and women workers in the key
communications industry. Its" answer"
to the widespread discrimination by the
phone company is a series of bogus

group are now calling for a general
strike to overthrow the capitalist system. That an insurrectionary general
strike is foreseen is made quite explicit in the Chartist (December 1973)
front page editorial:
"Above all, we will need a bold appeal,
made with all the authority of our movement's commanding bodies, to the
working-class ranks of the armed
forces ....
"Along this road, we can smash Phase
Three, defeat the Tories and conquer
state power for our class."
To pose the question of seizing state
power (Le., achieving the dictatorship
AP

Labour
Party
head
Harold
Wilson

of the proletariat) in Britain at this
time indicates either a belief that the
Wilson-Jones-Murray leadership ofthe
labor movement can be pressured into
overthrowing the capitalist system, or
that this can be done spontaneously over
the head of the recognized leadership
of the labor movement. The IMG tends
toward the latter approach, displaying
a near-syndicalist indifference to the
power f u 1 reformist Labour Party /
Trades Union Congress leadership. The
adventurist line of Chartist, on the other
hand, reflects its illusion that the
Labour Party, as presently constituted,
is a potential soviet which could seize
state power after electing a revolution-

ary leadership!
If the IMG and Chartist see a revolutionary crisis in Britain, Gerry Healy's
Workers Revolutionary Party (formerly the Socialist Labour League) has
responded to the current situation most
passively. After years of screeching
that "The Crisis" is at hand, when
Britain actually enters its worst economic/political crisis since the 1930's,
the Healyites behave routinistically.
(Probably they can no longer tell the
difference between a genuine national
crisis and the normal level of social
conflict,) The WRP is very deliberately
not agitating for a general strike, the
only policy that can actually defeat the
Tory depression/anti-labor measures
(although they mention it in paSSing as
an eventual possibility): Of the WRP's
four main demands for the current criSiS, one is to join the WRP, and the
most radical is factory seizures in the
case of plant closures. The Healyites'
poliCies in the current crisis stay carefully within the bounds of militant trade
unionism and, per hap s relatec; to
Healy's appetites in the miners' union,
not too far from those of the CPo
So far the Trades Union Congress
has refused to mobilize in support of
the miners and railwaymen. This posture can 'no longer be tolerated by the
British workers. The TUC must call an
immediate congress of labor to prepare
a general strike organized through shop
stewards committees for the following
demands:
=Victory for the Miners and Rail~
way men-Smash Government Wage
Controls!
-Smash the Lockout-Restore the
Five-Day Workweek and Rescind
Budget Cuts!
-Abolish the Industrial Relations Act!
-Britain Out of the Common Market!
-For Immediate Elections to Oust the
Tory Government! For a GJVernment
of the Labour Party and Trades U;lion
Congress Pledged to a Socialist
Program of Expropriating the
BQurgeoisie:

"Affirmative Action Plans." These include a quota system favoring women,
blacks and other minorities, and a joint
company -g 0 v ern men t enforcement
board. Rather than advance the position
of women and minority workers, however, this plan simply creates more
pressure on a limited number of available jobs and provides companies with a
weapon to break unions by smashing
the seniority system. Partially replacing the old company favoritism with a

continued on page 11

-Corrections
In our last issue (WV No. 35, January 1974) there were two political
errors. In the article "Truckers Tie
Up U.S. Highways" a call is made for

"price control and fuel rationing under
the control of the unions, and opening
the oil companies' books to workers I
inspection." This formulation is doubly
wrong, first because it tacitly accepts
the oil companies' claims that there is
an oil shortage justifying rationing,
and secondly because it fails to raise
the clearly necessary demand of nationalization of the oil trusts under
workers' control.
The second error occurred in the
article "RSL Claims Russia Is Capitalist," where the statement is made
that: "The fundamental conflict in the
USSR today is a political struggle between the working class and the bureaucracy for control of the state
apparatus." This statement could be
interpreted as ignoring the fact that
the USSR is a transitional SOCiety
and therefore subject also to the conflict between the collective property
forms and the still-bourgeois norms
of distribution, a conflict which is resolved by the development of the productive forces leading to the achievement of socialism. The political
conflict between the working class and
the bureaucracy is added to this basic
contradiction, but does not replace it.
3

Soul Power or Workers
Power?
The Rise and Fall of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers
Crippling t h r e e major Chrysler
facilities in this past summer's wave
of wildcats (including the first auto
plant takeovers since the historic sitdowns of the late thirties), the Detroit
working class has once again demonstrated its capacity for militant action.
It was among the largely black work
force of these same inner-city plants
that the League of Revolutionary Black
Workers was born in the late 1960's.
Unlike other black nat ion al i s t
groups, the League insisted on the centrality of the working class and, in the
beginning, seriously oriented toward
organizing at "the point of production. "
The LRB Wand its various auto factory
groups (DRUM, FRUM, ELRUMj have
since disappeared, inevitable victims
of their own internal contradictions. But
it is important for working-class militants to examine the League and its
evolution, which clearly reveal the incompatibility of nationalist and proletarian politics.

Reuther Betrayals Pave
the Way
It was no accident that such a group
developed in Detroit, where blacks have
long been an important element in the
auto plants. At first courted by 1ienl'y
Ford as a counter-force to unionism,
the vast majority nevertheless refused
to serve as Ford's scabs in the crucial
1940 River Rouge organizing strike.
The increasing population of blacks
in the city and the plants after World
War II contributed to the pressure on
the Reuther bureaucracy to support the
early civil rights movement-a movement characterized by the non-violent
protest politics of Martin Luther King
and well within the framework of
Reuther's "labor-Democratic alliance." But despite Reuther's socialdemocratic past and demagogic "progressive" image, the "red-haired
wonder" failed to apply even these
minimal liberal capitalist policies to
the widespread racism permeating the
lower levels of his own bureaucracy.
This situation led aspiring black
bureaucrats to set up such opportunist
formations as the Trade Union Leadership Council. The TULC was founded
in 1957 by a group oflower-level blacks
in the UAW apparatus (like Buddy Battle
of Ford's River Rouge Local 600) and
black labor diplomats like venerable
social democrat A. Philip Randolph,
whose main concern was simply to
garner a bit of face-saving independence from the Reuther machine, while
maintaining its liberal politics.
At the same time, the combination of
Reuther's hypocritical liberalism and
the impotent pressure-group politics of
King and the black bureaucrats provided fertile ground for the spawning of
more militant black nationalist political currents and organizations. Detroit is the home of Elijah Muhammad's
Nation of Islam, the Republic of New
Africa (RNA) and the Pan-African Congress; scene of the Black Economic
Development Conference and the "Black
Manifesto" (April 1969); and battleground for the race riot of 1943 and
the ghetto rebellion of 1967.

The 1943 riot was a result of the
mass migration of southern whites and
blacks into Detroit during the war. Extremely overcrowded housing and the
hostility with which the southern poor
whites viewed the relative equality
which black workers enjoyed in the warproduction plants turned the city into
a bloody no-man's land for several
days .. Y8t the mass lynchings elicited
little more from the UA W than a pious
4

call to end racial discrimination and
to appoint a black assistant prosecutor in the investigation and a selfcongratulatory pat on the back that the
bloodshed had not entered the plants!
The conflagration of July 1967 was
the bloodiest, and one of the last, of
a series of anti-cop ghetto riots that
buried the liberal illusions of the civil
rights movement. This uprising was
the product of a combination of circumstances. On the one hand, the
"progressive" Reuther UAW bureaucracy and its 1 i be r a 1 Democratic
"friends in the White House" had done
nothing to stem Detroit's recurring
massive auto-related unemployment,
which during the 1957-58 recession
reached 19.5 percent, and topped 15.2
percent at the height of the next recession in March 1961. More damning
still was the unemployment figure for
Detroit blacks in the same 1961
period-39 percent, and a phenomenal
78 percent for black youth as compared to 33 percent for youth overall!
On the other hand, for the first
time in almost two decades large numbers of young blacks were being hired
into the auto plants to replace older
white workers. Seniority lists at Detroit's Chrysler plants invariably show
a gap for the period 1953-1965 or so.
Thus, the upsurge in militancy coincided, as in 1943, with riSing expectations on the part of the oppressed
black minority (now a majority).
As in 1943, the UAW response was
hypocritical do-nothingism. After 43
blacks had been killed by cops and
National Guardsmen, Reuther offereda
union volunteer crew for cleaning up
debris on. bloody 12th Street-an offer
he never fulfilledo
The Black Panthers' acclaim of
black lumpen street youth as the socialist vanguard was made ludicrous
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by the reality in Detroit of 60,000
militant blacks working in the strategiC center of American industry. The
real social power of blacks rests not
with the lumpen street gang that occasionally guns down an isolated cop in
the ghetto, but with the worker who
can s top the lifeblood of Am e ric an
capitalism,
Recognizing this reality in reaction
to the Panther approach, a group of
radical nationalists centered around
the Wayne State campus and including

Ken Cockrel, John Watson, Mike Hamlin, Gpneral Baker and John Williams
(among others) coalesced shortly after
the rebellion around a communityoriented paper, the Inner City Voice o
Some among the original Inner City
Voice group, such as John Watson, had
earlier been around the eX-Trotskyist
Socialist Workers Party, while others
came from a Maoist background. They
were held together by a vague, but
militant, determination to create a
"black Marxist-Leninist party." Maintaining their adherence to nationalist
ideology, they nonetheless saw that
black workers occupied a key role in
the American economy and the working
class. As Watson pointed out inhis pamphlet, To the Point of Production:
"Our analysis tells us that the basic
power of black people lies at the point
of production, that the basic power we
have is our power as workers. As
workers, as black workers, we have
historically been, and are now, essential elements in the American economic
sense •... This is probably different
from these kindS of analysis which say
where it's at is to go out and organize the so-called 'brother on the street. '
It's not that we're opposed to this
type of organization, but without a m::>re
solid base such as that which the working class represents, this type of organization, that is, comm'.mity based
organization, is generally apretty long,
stretched-out, and futile development. "

DRUM, ELRUM Lead Wildcats
As a result of its orientation, the
Inner City Voice group reportedly soon
attracted a group of young black workers from the Chrysler Hamtramck Assembly plant-Dodge Main. Disgusted
with the bureaucratic union politics
they had experienced, these workers
crystallized around an ICV member in
the plant to form the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement (DRUM). A
wildcat over line speed-up in May 1968,
involving both black and white workers,
resulted in racist diSCiplinary actions
being applied overwhelmingly to the
black militants.
The high level of nationalist sentiment among the recently hired young
black workers, the isolation Of the
largely older, Polish bureaucracy and
the absence of any other alternative
leadership opened the way for a spectacular and rapid success by DRUM in
establishing itself as the leadership of
the 60 percent-black work force at
Dodge. Within six weeks of its first
newsletter distribution, DRUM organized a highly effective boycott by the
black workers of two nearby bars that
refused to hire blacks. Three weeks
later, in the crucial pre-changeover
period, they led a three-day wildcat
which shut down the plant and held
a rally of 3,000 workers in the plant
parking 1010
Besides calling for reinstatement of
seven workers fired in the May walkout, DRUM demanded an end to union
and com)any discrimination, and demanded, in particular, more upgrading
and apprenticeship openings for blacks.
It also called, however, for more
black foremen and other supervisory
personnel and launched an attack on the
"racist" seniority system.
Such demands can hardly be expected to lead to united working-class
struggle against capitalism. Demands
to change the skin color of the companies' disciplinary personnel implicitly assume that the brutal realities
of capitalist exploitation can be changed
by a few reformso Instead, revolutionaries who seek to take the struggle

beyond such pitiful reforms would vigorously protest c.ases of racial discrimination, while calling for the elimination 0 f company sup e r vis 0 r y
personnel from the shop floor and for
workers control of production. (Incidentally, the auto companies have since
hired large numbers of black foremen
without changing one iota the oppressiveness of the plants.)
Similarly, while militants must oppose raCially and sexually discriminatory aspects of existing seniority
systems, and call for a sliding scale
of wages and hours to provide jobs
for all, they must also recognize that
seniority systems are aprimitive form
of job security that must be defended.
And although class-conscious workers
must pay special attention to the needs
of the more oppressed sections of the
proletariat, they would seek to unite
blacks and whites by simultaneously
raiSing demands which directly benefit
all workers.
Despite the demands' nationalist
inspiration, a number of white workers
did support the walkout. But the DRUM
leadership consciously avoided organizing themo "No attempt was made to
interfere with white workers.
Most
of the white workers reported to work
after they saw that it was safe for them
to go through the gateo Those who
stayed out did so for various reasons.
Some believed in honoring picket lines,
and a few were sympathetic" (The South
End, 23 January 1969).
Though the UA W responded with
heavy red-baiting (which led DRUM to
deny that it was indeed communist!),
the wildcat resulted in the reinstatement of five of the fired' seven (an
0
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Ron March

open DRUM supporter and founding ICV
member was not rehired)o In addition, DRUM's reputation was firmly established; it continued publication of
a weekly newsletter, went on to consolidate its support into an organizational structure in September and
shortly decided to run a candidate for
union office.
Taking advantage of a speCial election for trustee of Dodge Local 3, DRUM
ran Ron March in a campaign designed
to demJnstrate "DRUM power and black
solidarity, n on such demands as:
"1. The com p let e accountability to
the black majority of the en t ire
membership ....
"3. Advocating a revolutionary change
in the VAW (including a referendum
vote and rev i v e the g r i e van c e
procedure) •.•.
"5. A refusal to be dictated to by the
International staff of the VA W..•• "
~DRUM

Newsletter No. 13

March barely lost in a runoff election
to the candidate of a temporarily unified bureaucracy, after initially beating
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out a field of 21 candidates. In a later
election for vice-president, the in- and
out-bureaucrats again blocked to support Andy Hardy (current Local 3
president), who defeated the DRUM
candidate by 2,600 to 1,600.
Word of DRUM's audacity spread to
other plants and even outside the industry. ELRUM was formed at Chrysler's Eldon Avenue Gear andAxleplant
in late 1968, and less important groups
arose at Detroit Forge (FORUM), Jefferson Assembly (JARUM), Mack Avenue Stamping (MARUM), Ford River

and N i g g erE x e cut i v e Boa r d, "
ELRUM's solution "to break up this
union-management partnersh~p" was
"to obtain BLACK representation," as
though the problem were the lack of
"blackness" (i.e., nationalism) of the
sellout bureaucrats.
Concretely, this meant running a
slate which included Jordan Sims (now
Local 961 president and co-chairman
of the reformist United Nat ion a 1
Caucus) for committeeman, and later
supporting the opportunist Sims (though
he cautiously refused to accept their

by Blacks acting in their own interests.
We believe that this can best be accomplished through a League of Revolutionary Black Workers.
• .•• Those Brothers and Sisters who
are interested in a truly militant organization that is dedicated to the
cause of Black labor and Black liberation should contact the League of
Revolutionary Black Workers now."

-SPear, Vol. 1, No.1
Bllt the inability to square a nationalist orientation with the realities of
class struggle in the plants and the decline of plant-related activity, plus
pressure in that direction from a section of the leadership, led to an increaSing emphasis on the black worker's role in the community:
"Black workers have the ability to deal
with the overaii prCo;'e~:; !~~! ~~!~t
wi~':J.in the black comn'unity .••. ~HRY
RUM will be concerned not only -with
problemS that exist inside the plants
but problems that exist inside our
community-the Black Community. The
first two projects that CHRY -RUM has
undertaken are the International Black
Appeal and Parents and Students for
Community Control (control of our
school system)."
-CHRY-RUM, Vol. 1, No.1
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League of Revolutionary Black Workers pickets UAW Solidarity House

Rouge (FRUM), Cadillac FleetWQod (CADRUM), the Detroit News
(NEWRUM), Ur,ited Parcel warehouse
(UP RUM) and other places.
The Eldon plant, in particular,
is crucial to Chrysler's entire operation, supplying parts to all of its assembly plants, and is part of the vital
Lynch Road complex which includes
the Detroit Forge and Plymouth Assembly. ELRUM launched itself by organizing a mass rally in front of the
Local 961 union hall in January 1969,
demanding that the union act on the
many unresolved health and safety
grievances.
The firing of two militants who participated in the rally, and the local
preSident's agnostic response, led to
a wildcat the following week with an
expanded list of demands, similar to
those raised by DRUM, including "the
removal of the non-EngliSh speaking
witch doctor we have at present and
replaced with a Black doctor" (The
Sauth End, 10 February 1969): This
second action resulted in the firing of
a large number of workers, of whom
25 were not reinstated.
By May, Eldon was again shut down
in a tWO-day wildcat organized by the
Eldon Safety Committee, "a loose coalition composed by ELRUM, Eldon
Wildcat (a small syndicalist group) and
s eve r a 1 discharged union officials"
(Radical America, March-April 1971).
The wildcat, which resulted in the
firing of three ELRUM m'.litants, was a
response to the death of a young, black
forklift driver and the mounting pile-up
of safety violations.
Tho ugh the ELRUM newsletter
pOinted out that it was betrayed by
those "Uncle Tom" union officials and
ignored by "Our Uncle Tom President
18 JANUARY 1974

support) in his bid for local president
in 1970. This turn of events cam.= from
DRUM's (and ELRUM's) admitted em-phasis on:
"electing an all Black slate ... we have
always been handed this slate or that
slate none of which represents the best
inten!st of Black Workers. we all
remember how we used to go to the
polls with a hand full of slates trying
to pick out all of the black candidates ...
We were forced in many instances to
vote for stone cut throat pollacks,
known white racist, and head scratching
Uncle Toms because we had no alternative candidates."
-DRUM leaflet, February 1970

F rom the Plants to the
"Community"
Based on the apparent strength of
DRUM and ELRUM after the initial
wildcats and the obvious attractiveness
of the DRUM concept to other black
workers, yet seeing the need to transcend the isolation of individual plant
caucuses, the ICV cadre moved to organize the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers in early 1969. The impetus behind the League's formation led
to conflicting notions within the leadership: whether to expand into the community or orient toward a pan-plant,
pan-industry workers' organization.
Reflecting its success and base in the
plants, the League introduced itself
as follows:
"DRUM, FRUM, and ELRUM are organizations of and for the superexploited, 0 v e r-worked, last-hired,
first-fired, sick and tired Black workers of Detroit. These organizations
are dedicated to the development of
unified, disciplined, and effective action

The abortive IBA was conceived of as
a black alternative to the UnitedFoundation-a charity fund to be supported by "communities of the black
and poor." This is the logic of comm'lnity control: the poor supporting the
poor!
Detroit had recently passed a school
decentralization measure setting up
regional school boards (which were to
. become centers of strike-breaking activity in the recent DFT strike). In
response, the League's front group,
Parents and Students for Community
Control (PASCC), demanded that regional boundaries be redrawn so that
blacks would exercise a majority in
most districts. Black worker-studentfaculty committees would then be elected to ensure such things as comm'lnity
kitchens and the "teaching of skills that
have longevity and are marketable." A
P ASCC slate was run in the regional
school board elections based on that
program.
The League simultaneously developed a base in several ghetto high
schools. Its Black Students United Front
apparently had no working-class orientation whatsoever. In an illustrative
cam)aign against the suspensions of
several students disciplined for taking
part in a "revolt" at militant Northern
High School in September 1969, it called
for a total am'1esty for all disciplined
students and the removal of cops from
the school, but also demanded "that all
pictures of whites be removed from
Northern High School and be replaced
with pictures of our own heroes ... [and]
the Nationalist Flag of U.1ity (Red,
Green, Black) be raised each morning"
(Inner City Voice, February 1970).
While the League gave its communitycontrol campaign some "w 0 r kin gclass" rhetorical flourishes, its basic
appeal was to black nationalism. And,
like the nationalist demand for black
foremen, it simply oriented to changing
the trappings (the flag!), without attacking the essence of the raCist, antiworking class educational system.

Defense of Black Mil itants
The 0 the r maj or arena of the
League's non-plant work, and the most
successful, was a series of major legal
defense campaigns. The campaigns,
conducted in a highly political manner
and propagandized in the plant newsletters, were largely under the control
of Ken Cockrel, whose extensive use of
wllite radical legal assistance was
viewed wit h disdain by the more
"honky"-baiting elements in the
organization.
The first major case was the New
BFthel incident: several members of
the black separatist Republic of New
Africa were indicted for allegedly murdering two cops during a police attack on
a RNA meeting at the New Bethel church
in March 1969. Cockrel mobilized a
large staff of sympathetic liberal lawyers and supplem'=nted the successful

courtroop1 defense with m;J.ssive demonstrations in the black community and
open-air "People's Courts" staged in
downtown Detroit. Later that year,
LRBW also led the cami)aign against
the attempted extradition of RNA head,
Robert F. Williams to North Carolina,
James Johnson, an Eldon worker
who killed two white foremen and a
co-worker, was successfully defended
by Cockrel on the grounds that the
pressure of the assembly line and the
continual racial harassment had dri ven
Johnson temporarily insane. The Labor Defense Coalition, a League front,
was able to mobilize Coleman Young,
John Conyers and other black liberals
(not to mention the Guardians, a black
policemen's association) against police
harassment and U.S. Senate surveillance of the League. In a fine example
!::f ~~~t~!!0n: the League demanded not
the dismantling of the ~olice, but rathei:
its reorganization to I! concentrate its
efforts on organized crime and the
herOlll traffic in Detroit" (Detroit News,
4 May 1971)-a demand even the black
cops could easily support!

"White-Skin Privilege" and
All-Black Unions
It was the key programmatic pOints
of "white-skin privilege" and separatist ,dual-unionism which were the focal
poi n t s of DRUM's approach to the
plants. The strong support they elicited
resulted in large part from the condition
facing the newly hired black youth. Besides the gross negligence of safety
standards and the massive speed-up,
they were confronted by older, conservatized racist white workers, an
all-white management, and a ponderous, is 0 I ate d, heavily white bureaucracy do min ate d by cold-war anticommunism. The "progressive" Reuther bureaucracy had no response to the
dramatic increase in speed-up which
greeted the black new-hires and was of
course hostile to the nationalist currents circulating in the ghetto. Being
unfamiliar with the UAW's relatively
more radical and democratic past, new
black workers were presented with a
view of the union as a hostile, whitecontrolled apparatus allied with the
company. The response was a widespread nationalist hostility to the union
itself rather than class-struggle opposition to the sellout bureaucracy.
For the consciously nat ion a lis t
League leadership and the guilttripping white New Left, which also
embraced the theory, "white-skinprivilegel! was nothing but a cover for
evading the difficult task of uniting the
entire proletariat around a revolutionary program. Rather than seeing the
struggle against the rampant chauvinism among white workers as an integral part of the strategy for socialist
revolution, they wrote off that section
of the working class as an "aristocracy
of white labor which gives white labor
a huge stake in the imperialist system, and renders white labor unable
and unfit to lead the working class in
the U,.S." (LRB W General Program).
Consequently, DRUM and ELRUM
actively discouraged mil ita n t white
workers from following their leadership, and, at times, lapsed into the
crudest race-baiting and ethnic slurs,
The DRUM constitution explicitly "denied [membership] 1:0 all honkies due
to the fact that said honkey has been
the historic enemy, betrayer, and exploiter of black people." It went on to
state its main task as:
"Getting rid of the raCist, tyrannical,
and unrepresentative UA W as representation for Black workers, so that
with this enemy out of the way we can
deal directly with our main adversary,
the white racist, owners of the means
of production. "

DRUM forsook a serious struggle for
leadership in the UA Wand attemoted
instead to substitute itself for' the
existing organizations of the class
w h i c h encompassed the masses 0 f
black, as well as white, workers, By
offering itself as a revolutionary alternative to the UA W it was caught, as well,
in the organizational bind of attempting
to satisfy the needs of a conscious
revolutionary vanguard and those of a
contimted on page 9
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The Leninist Policy Toward
Immigration Emigration
What should be labor's policy toward
immigration and emigration, a hotlydebated subject in the late nineteenth
century and early decades of this one,
is once
aP'''; n -v
he<'nmi
nO' " n~-· '''''~--'."'
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---- .. ·· ...
'-'Vllllvvc;J.~la!
. issue, Thus the current Zionist campaign demanding tnat the Soviet Union
permit the mass emigration of Jews to
Israel, and the close connection between
unlimited Jew ish immigration and
Zionist attempts to expel even more
Palestinian Arabs from their homeland,
were highlighted by the current round of
hostilities in the Near East.
The subject of immigration has traditionally been a sharp dividing line
between the national-exclusionists, reactionary or reformist, and internationalist revolutionaries in the labor
movement. Thus it was was not only the
openly right-wing Gompers leadership
of the American Federation of Labor
that opposed immigration around the
turn of the century, but also the reformist leadership of the Socialist
Party under Victor Berger. For instance, in 1907 the SP leadership called
on socialists to "combat with all means
at their command the willful importation of cheap foreign labor calculated
to destroy labor organizations." They
were opposed at the 1908 SP convention
by Debsian left wingers such as Berlyn from illinois who protested all
racially and nationally discriminatory
immigration quotas, while pointing out
that "equality for all men regardless of
race can only be accomplished by the
Socialist Party,"
The same situation prevails today,
as the German government of SocialDe m J c rat i c Chancellor Brandt is
"sending home" hundreds o(thousands
of Turkish, Yugoslav and Italian workers as a result of the economic downturn. In France, Algerian, Spanish and
Po r tug u e s e workers are likewise
t h rea ten e d with deportation. But
when the proposed Fontanet circular,
which w 0 u 1 d require deportation of
for e i g n w 0 r k e r s when laid off,
was issued in late 1972 it was supported by the reformist Communist
Party. And in the U,S. thousands of
Mexican workers in the Southwest have
been subject to mass roundups and deportations by government officials, Instead of vigorously protesting this virulently anti-labor measure and calling
for full citizenship rights for Mexican
workers, the "radical" Chavez leadership of the United Farm Workers called
(until April of last year) for support
to the Rodino Bill, which would fine
employers who hire foreign workers!
Such reformist pOliCies, while supposedly "protecting jobs" of native
workers, actually divide the working
class and give invaluable aid to the
bourgeoisie.
Such situations underline the need
for a precise understanding of the
Leninist position on the questions of
emigration and immigration. Comnnnists must come forward as the most
consistent foes of every manifestation
of chauvinism and social injustice. The
failure of ostensible socialists to fight
for democratic rights enables bourgeois liberalS, and even outright reactionaries, to attain a popular following by exploiting the just desires for
indi vidual liberties, national rights,
etc.
Obvi0usly, the right to transfer
from one nation-state to another is
such an individual deffit",cratic right.
However, if exercised on a sufficiently
large scale the right of immigratIon
may impinge on the right of national
self-determination, which is also a
democratic right, While being the CO!10-"'1.1
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sistent sup po r t e r s of democratic
rights, an essential part of the socialist
program, Leninists must avoid falling
into the trap of advocating so~!: utopian
i;chen~e . of "rational," -"eg~lit"lrian"
capitc:!ism. T:le c9mpetin~ cl,,~ms of
conflicting democratic rights cannot
generally be resolved within the framework of capitalism, but only through
a socialist revolution creating the material and social basiS to protect and
extend the democratic rights of all the
oppressed. Until the achievement of
socialism eliminates the age-oldproblem of scarcity, it will not be possible
to abolish the state, and therefore
borders and immigration laws.

The Right of Individual
Emigration
In contrast to immigration policy,
the right to emigrate has less often been
controversial in bourgeois society because most governments have not normally tried to deny it, Despotic regimes in backwardnatio:1s (e.g., tsarist
Russia) h a v e generally encouraged
emigration as a means of easing political discontent and surplus labor.
The only states that have consistently
attempted to prevent potentially large
emigration are Stalinist Russia and
Eastern Europe. And the Stalinists'
anti-emigration pol i c i e s have been
heavily exploited by imperialist apologists, especially regarding the "Berlin
Wall" and currently, the Zionist/ anticomm:.mist cam.::>aign to "Free Soviet
Jewry. "
There are two major reasons for the
anti~emigration poliCies of Stalin and
his successors, Surrounded by hostile
capitalist powers, the Stalinist bureaucracy believed that Russian emi.gres, even if primarily motivated by
personal economic interest, would tend
to act as an anti-Soviet pressure group.
And secondly, administering a planned
economy the Stalinists have generally
believed they could effectively use all
available manpower, in sharp contrast
to the capitalist countries, (This belief
is not entirely justified, as the Soviet
Union continues to suffer from significant dis g u i sed rural unemployment.) The massive destruction of
World War II, in which some 20 million

Soviet citizens died, further strengthened the bureaucracy's concern about
labor shortages, particularly the deple"~~C;I u; tt~ yOUll~ malt: population, the
rilOSt liKely source of emigrants. .
The Stalinists' systematic u1sregard for and denial of individual liberties is a complete perversion of the
Marxist program for the eli ctatorship
of the proletariat. It is, moreover, a
perversion which enables the imperialist bourgeoisie to rally popular support against "Russian totalitarianism, "
and is therefore an important indirect
blow against proletarian state power.
Leninists support individual democratic rights, including that of emigration,
for Soviet citizens, except where their
exercise is a direct danger to the dictatorship of the proletariat. At present
this means, for example, that emigration from the USSR should be prohibited
only w her e there is a bonafide danger that military intelligence would
be transmitted by the individual involved. (In other circumstances, such
as sharp economic difficulties or military mobilization, even a total ban on
emigration, or a ban for particular
sectors such as trained personnel,
may be necessary,) For example, questions could be raised about permitting
Leopold Trepper, a·Soviet intelligence
chief in K.lrope during World War II,
or Andrei Sakharov, father of the
USSR's H-bomb, to emigrate. We unconditionally defend the USSR militarily
against Western imperialism, despite
its Stalinist leadership; and we do not
know how much useful military intelligence the manifestly pro- Western Sakharov, for instance, might be able to
give the Pentagon. But how can we accept the right of the criminally myopic
and call 0 us Stalinist bureaucracy,
which jails not only socialist opponents
for the Slightest critical remark but
even, on occasion, will jail simple
tourists taking pictures on the street,
to judge?

"Free Soviet Jewry?"
The bloc between Zionists and antiSoviet American reactionaries maintains that the "head tax" restriction
on Russian-Jewish emi.gration to Israel is a manifestation of bureaucratic

anti-Sem:tism pure and simple, Although the ethnic oppression of Jews
int!:': TJ8S~ ~; re':~, rne restriction
on emigration of Jews from the Soviet
Union i~ ;;.lso a:r~lectioll-distortc~
through the stranglehold of the bureaucracy-of a legitimate concern: the need
to preserve the resources expended
on the education of potential emigrants
and to prevent the drain of trained
professionals and intellectuals,
This consideration is not unique to
the deformed workers states, The considerable flow of doctors and other
technically trained personnel from the
backward to the advanced capitalist
countries (the so-called "brain drain")
is one of the most subtly destructive
effects of contem.oorary imperialism,
The USSR certainly has the right to
prevent the resources it has expended
on the education of individuals from
being diSSipated via em:.gration,
V/hat is equally important, however,
is that restrictions on the emigration
of educated personnel be democraticthat they not involve bureaucratic favoritism or national/ethnic discrimination, Thus unskilled Russian Jews
should be permitted to emigrate from
the USSR on the same basis as anyone
else, while all Soviet graduates of
academic and technical schools should
be required to work a certain num:'Jer
of years in the USSR before having
the right to emigrate.
At the same time, the bureaucracy's
fear that young, educated Soviet citizens would flock to the capitalist West
if allowed to do so is a fitting testimony
to the moral bankruptcy of the Stalinist regime, A revolutionary workers
government, enjoying massive popular
support and pursuing internationalist
and socialist pOlicies (as opposed to
the short-sighted nationalism of the
paraSitic bureaucracy) should have little difficulty persuading its educated
youth not to sell themselves, regardless
of the price, to the stockholders and
militarists of the capitalist states.
The revolutionary enthusiasm which
should motivate these young people,
however, can only be recreated in the
Russian people in the course of a
political revolution which shakes off
the leaden hand of the bureaucracy
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Portuguese workers en route to Germany: Gare de I 'Est, Paris,
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buying up Mexican enterprises and real
estate. (This already occurs to a certain
extent, despite vigorous efforts by the
Mexican government to prevent it,
Ironically, probably the most vigorous
opposition to open U.So/Mexican borders would come from MeXiCO, whose
northern border strips are already
functionally part of the Texas and
California economies.)

Manipulated Immigration and
Zionist Expansion

Immigrant workers demonstrate in France.
up by capitalist regimes and the use
of national chauvinism as one of the
most important means of fighting socialist influence in the working class,
some left militants have gone beyond
the demand of opposing all racially
and nationally discriminatory immigration laws to raise the general call
for unlimited immIgration, with the
slogan "Open the Borders," (This demand was briefly raised by the Los
Angeles SL local during part of its
generally exemplary campaign in support of the farm workers. It was also
mentioned indirectly in an article on
the UFW grape boycott in WV NG, 30,
12 October 1973). Viewed solely in
terms of individual immigration, this
is a proper demand.
H;:;wever, on a sufficiently large
scale, immigration flows could wipe
out the national identity of the recipient countries. The impetus for massive
population transfers exists due to the
extreme poverty of many ASian, African and Latin American countries compared with the advanced capitalist countries. A Harlem welfare mother probably has ten times the income of a
Haitian slum dweller. FIdel Castro
caught the situation precIsely when,
in commenting on the mass exodus of
the Cuban middle class to the United
States, he asked how many poverty-

and restores the proletarian democracy of Lenin's Bolshevik regime,

"Open the Borders If?
Unlike the right to emigrate, which
the American ruling class is now so
piously proclaiming (while conveniently
"forgetting" that during the 1950's it
was a major felony for a member,
or former member, of the Communist
Party to even apply fora passport!),
the "right" to immigrate has always
been a conflict-ridden issue in bourgeois society. From the anti-Chinese
riots in the U,S, in the late 1800's to
the anti-Algerian riots in Marseilles,
France, in August 1973, the bourgeoisie
has always used racial prejudice and
national chauvinism to divide the working class. (While immigrants are usually unorganized and largely defenseless~a principal reason why the bourgeoisie likes to use imported labor
in the first place-this is not always
the case: witness the militant strikes
by Turkish workers in the West German
Ruhr area last September and the
demonstration by 10,000 North African
workers in Marseilles on Decemher 17
protesting the bomhing of the local
Algerian consulate,
Faced with the myriad of protectionist inlmigration restrictions thrown
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Minute, rightwing Paris
daily, attacks
immigration.
Headline says,
"We can't
stand this
inVasion. "

stricken millions from, say, Brazil
would take the same route if given
free air passage and a hundred dollars
a week when they got to Miami1 If, for
example, there were unlimited immigration into Northern Europe, the
population influx from the Mediterranean basin would tend to dissolve
the national identity of small countries
like Holland and Belgium. More generally, unlimited immigration as a
principle is incompatible with the right
of national self-determination; to call
for it is tantamount to advocating the
abo 1 i t ion of national states under
capitalism.
In reality, of course, long before immigration would actually affect national
identity, a chauvinist reaction, penetrating even into a traditionally prosocialist working class, would cut off
further inflows, This is demonstrated
by the experience of Britain in the late
1950's/early 1960's. One of the unexpected by-products of the dissolution of
the British empire was that the Commonwealth populations con tin u e d to
po sse s s British citizenship. This
formal right, when com bin e d with
the Tory policy of encouraging immigration, led to a Significant population
inflow from the Caribbean and the Indian
subcontinent throughout the 1950's, Set
against a background of economic stagnation, a widespread anti-immigrant
reaction set in, highlighted by the Notting Hill (London) race riot of 1958 and
the election of a racist Tory in the traditionally Labour Midlands district of
Smethwick in 1962, FaCing a widespread
popular "backlash," the Tories passed
the racist-exclusionist Immigration
Act of 1962, while the Labour Party
equivocated.
While the national consequences of
unlimited immigration usually focus on
the advanced countries, such a policy
would also be a threat to the national
self-determination of certain baCkward
states. Global "open borders" would
increase capital penetration by the
propertied classes of the wealthy countries into backward nations. In the nineteenth century, population transfers
were an important factor in the expansion of certain im)erialist countries
into adjacent backward areas-the English into Ireland, the French into Algeria and the American Anglos into
northern Mexico (now Texas, NewMexiCo, Arizona and California) .
A reintroduction of unlimited immigration would again result in the geographical expansion of the major capitalist nations, For example, an "open"
U,S,/Mexico border would not only induce impoverished Mexican laborers
to flood the U,S, labor market, becoming an unprotected pool for capitalist
superexploitation, but would also lead
to well-financed American "colonists"

An illuminating example of how unlimited massive immigration can wipe
out tht: ~~:~~i-lal e::':~;~ence 0~ ::--.;; lia~;'vt;
population of even a backward country
i:; th8 case of Ir,rael. The pre- World
War II Zionist campaign for the mass
emigration of European Jews to Palestine was explicitly based on the calculation that, on a sufficiently mass
scale, this emigration would lay the
basis for the establishment of a "Jewish homeland" in a territory that was
already somebody else's homeland,
(And today the infamous Israeli "Law
of Return" provides for unlimited immigration of Jews throughout the world
-a law which is dosely tied to Zionist
drives to push ever more Palestinian
Arabs from their lands,)
It is true that what was required
to bring thi's nationalist scheme to
fruition was the Nazi holocaust and the
contemptuous refusal of the Western
powers to provide asylum to the Jewish
refugees from Hitler, The migrating
population consisted in its vast majority
of desperate individuals with no other
place to go, rather than ideological
Zionists. From the individual Jew's
point of view, the only real alternative
at the time to unlimited Jewish immigration to Palestine was Nazi extermination or, later, European DP (displaced persons) camps. Nevertheless,
in their totality these individuals constituted a de facto aggression against
the national rights of Arab Palestinians.
To have called for "open borders"
in Palestine during the period from
1918 to 1948 meant to endorse the
destruction of the Palestinian Arab nation by Zionism and to guarantee the
local ascendancy of bourgeois nationalism over proletarian socialism in the
Near East for several generations, as
the more or less inevitable result of
massive immigration.
What, then, was the solution for the
Jews? Before Hitler's ascension to
power the common answer of European
socialists, even of the reformist Second
International which included the Zionist
"socialists," was assimilation. This
was also the dominant historical trend,
as Zionism was an entirely marginal
political movement limited largely to a
section of emanCipated, but not assimilated, East European Jewish intellectuals, (Even in the Slavic countries Zionism was not dominant in the Jewish
ghettos. The nationalist-tinged reformist Jewish Socialist Bundin Russia
and Poland was strongly anti-Zionist.)
A common pre- World War II definition of a Zionist was a Jew seeking
to convince a wealthy Jew to finance
sending a third Jew to Palestine. Moreover, the Zionists colluded actively
with the imperialist powers (including
Nazi. Germany) to prevent the emigre
Jews from entering and settling in the
other countries of Western Europe and
the U,S, During the 1930's and 1940's,
the Trotskyists (as well as some liberals and reformist-socialists, m 0 s t
prominently the Jewish Bund) waged a
campaign to open the U,S, borders to
European Jewish refugees. The Zionists, however, who are today we~ping
crocodile tears over the fate of RLlssian
Jews, were among the chief opptJl1ents of
this demand.

"Free Israeli Jewry"'?
Hot\·ing pulled in the homeless survivors of the concentration camps, who
had nowhere else to go, the Israeli
ZiOlllstS found that Western Jews (even
the Zionists amDng them), while passi vely symlJathetic to Israel, had no intention of going there. 1\lore\.)\"er, the
1950 Law of Return Iud an unanticicontinued
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pated effect, bringing in large numbers
of Near Eastern Jews, particularly
from Morocco and Yemen, who took
advantage of the law in the hopes of
partaking of Israel's higher standard
of living. (Predictably, these "black"
Jews provoked a racist reaction from
the Israelis of European extraction.)
i'ltill loo)dnp' for m.re_ skilled imll'.ii;;;nts a~·d··la~king "~Zuficient puiJ;';lation to realize its grandiose expansionist aspirations, the Zionist ruling
class of Israel has zeroed in on the
several million Jews in the Soviet
Union as the last major available pool
of manpower for large-scale immigration. Moreover, this Zionist campaign
to encourage Russian Jews to emi grate
to Israel and to pressure the USSR's
rulers to permit their exit has won
a certain amount of support from the
U.S. bourgeoisie, particularly from
right-liberals anxious that the "detente" not be permitted to liquidate
cold-war anti-communism. (It has
also been somewhat successful with the
Russian authorities who, avidly vying
for Western trade credits, permitted
more than 30,000 Jews to emigrate to
Israel last year-c 0 n tin u i n g right
through the October war, although the
USSR was supporting the Arabs!)
As communists we say to Jews of
the Soviet Union: remain in the USSR
and work for a political revolution to
destroy the parasitic stranglehold of
the Great-Russian chauvinist, antiLeninist bureaucracy! Before Stalin
succeeded in wresting power from the

with the Nazis in order to get Hitler's
permission to "save" a few thousand
well~connected Jews for secret emigration to Palestine. What they are
really concerned with is providing
cannon fodder and skilled manpower
for the clerical~militarist-expansion
ist Zionist state.

UtoplCin scx;iaiism Vs. i.e~!~ism
As Leninists we understand that
democratic rights, while an important
part of the socialist program, are
subordinated to proletarian class issues and in any case cannot be fully
attained outside a socialist framework.
In the epoch of imperialist decay working-class revolutionists become the
only consistent fighters for democracy.
But "consistent democrats" are not
thereby socialists-:-any more than are
"consistent nationalists," such as the
Zionists. RaiSing democratic demands
to the level of principle independent
of the class struggle leads at best to
confusion and utopianism, and at worst
can actually become counterposed to
the struggle for socialist revolution.
When faced with the growth of separatist sentiment-manipulated by native counterrevolutionaries and foreign fascists-a m 0 n g the Ukrainian
peasants in the late 1930's (reacting
to Stalin's virulent Great Russian chauvinism and the brutalforced collectivization), Trotsky counterposed to the
agitation of Ukrainian nationalists the
slogan of an independent Soviet U~uaine.
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supporters
protest
legislation
discriminating
against
foreign
workers
soviets and the Bolshevik party, the
Russian workers' republic under Lenin
and Trotsky was the only place where
Jews could use their capacities toward
satisfying the needs and just aspirations
of all the world's working people.
Among the cadre of the Bolshevik party
there were many of Jewish extraction,
who along with the rest of the party
built the first state which in practice,
and not just on paper, fought racial and
national discrimination, while granting
national self-determination to all the
o p pre sse d peoples of the Russian
Empire.
Israel, on the other hand, is a death
trap for Jews. Its Zionist ruling class
has nothing to offer Hebrew workers
but the perspective of, at best, an endless cycle of national war and the
eventual likelihood of defeat at the
hands of the numerically far superior
Arabs. To the anti-communist Zionist
propagandists who are so eager to
"Free Soviet Jewry," we have aSimple
question: why, if you are so concerned
about the welfare of Russian Jews, have
you never called on the U.S. government to admit Jewish refugees or
emigrants?
The U.S., of course, has a higher
standard of living than Israel, and it is
clear Jews are safer in any real sense
in this country than they are in Israel,
where Russian immigrants are immediately sent to occupy Arab land on the
West Bank and/or drafted into the army.
The answer is simple: the Zionists are
no more concerned with the fate of Russian Jews than they were with the millions who were led to the gas chambers
by the cooperation ofthe Jewish Agency
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Recognizing that the right of selfdetermination remained valid under a
workers state, he insisted that revolutionary socialists must oppose any
movement for national liberation which
did not stand on unconditional defense
of the economic gains of the October
revolution.
Some leftists, in addition to supporting unrestricted immigration as
an absolute democratic right, view it
as a positive solution to world poverty.
For example, Paul Foot, a member of
the British International SOCialists,
writing in the mid-1960's on the question of immigration projected the desirability of a multi-national, multiracial Britain based on unlimited immigration, This is merely a variant
of utopian egalitarianism-the belief
that a just society can be established
by sharing out the currently available
wealth. Leninists, in contrast, understand that unlimited immigration and
the destruction of national frontiers
will become a reality only under socialism, as a result of the abOlition
of material scarcity.
In reality, the economic resources
do not now exist to satisfy the material
aspirations of mankind, and a policy
of worldwide leveling would only intensify conflicts between the working
masses of various countries. Rather
than utopian dreams of unlimited immigration as an immediate political
demand, what is both needed andpossible is a campaign for real international
labor solidarity, This can begin with
joint union action against U.S. -owned
corporations to raise the wages of
foreign workers in the same industries

imposition of overall price controls
(excepting incomplete ones for very
short periods) is not possible under a
bourgeois state as the varying relationships between different prices are essential to the exchange of commodities
within the framework of capitalist property relations and thus fundamental to
capitalist accumulation. General "price
controls" by the bourgeois state do not
represent a rf:orm in nle iniei:t~t5 sf
the working class, but merely an excuse
to impose som(: sort oi control over
wages. Real control over prices can be
achieved 0 n 1 y ~hen the anarchistic
mechanisms of capitalism in which production is for private profit are replaced by rational economic planning
for the welfare of society as a whole,
planning which is possible only with
social ownership of the means of production. The precondition for this is
proletarian revolution.
Price control-a reform that is desirable, achievable under a workers
state, but only a reformist charlatan's
gimmick under capitalism-is essentially an "anti-capitalist structural re-

to U.S. scale and, in relevant industries, the formation of truly international unions. LikeWise, instead of calling for the utopian demand of "open
borders," labor must demand full citizenship rights for all foreign workers~a demand whose justice is independent of capitalism's ability to grant
it, but which would be part of the
fundamental laws of a workers republic.
What communists have to say to the
impoverished masses of the backward
countries is that the answer to their
desperate social conditions does not
lie in an individual ticket to the U.S,
Or Western Europe, but rather in an
international socialist revolution which
is the necessary precondition to the
economic reorganization of human society through freeing the productive
for c e s from the fetter of private
ownership.

Full Rights for Foreign Workers!
That we do not advocate the principle
of unlimited immigration as an immediate political demand certainly does
not mf~an that we support the immigration pOlicies of bourgeois states, The
immigration poliCies of bourgeois governments do not simply defend legitimate national rights, but are neces-

form" of the kind advocated by the
revisionist Ernest Mandel of the "United Secretariat of the Fourth International". These fake "price controls"
have been too discredited by the recent
experiences of Britain and America to
be espoused by centrists such as Mandel's Australian agents in the Communist League (CL), who call for a "NoNo" vote. What the CL has ignored is
the fact that the reformism of the CPA
and SPA in calling for a "Yes-No" vote
is but a consistent application of the
Mandelian method.

For a Class Struggle
Programme to Fight Inflation
;'~!though effective price control is
possible ~nly in a: worKei:~ ;~d.~;;, ~~;;
struggle against price risei can be, the
Healyite Socialist Labour League (SLL)
notwithstanding, a very im)ortant element in mJbilising the worKing class
against the capitalist state. Furthermore "this is an area in which the proletariat has interests in common with
o p pre sse d sections of the pettybourgeoisie which can be mobilised behind the working class. It is not enough
to stand before the class and simply cry
that Whitlam's referendum is an attack
on trade unionism. Says the SLL in
their statement on the referenda: "What
is the alternative to Whitlam? .. The
only tendency in the labour movement

mlst demand that all immigrants and
foreign workers are entitled to immediate and full citizenship rights. Since
the bourgeoisie is not about to permit
equalization of the conditions of the
working masses, we must also fight
against every instance of discrimination against foreigl} workers-against
wage discrimination, for the right to
strike and join unions, against deportations, etc.
Of particular urgency in the U.S,
today is a vigorous campaign on the
part of the labor movement, not for
such chauvinist measures as deporting
foreign §cabs, but for full citizenship
and trade-union rights for the Mexican
farmworkers in the Southwest and
other workers currently facing governmen t harassment and deportations
(such as the tens of thousands of Haitian and Dominican workers in the
Northeast). In the case of the (predominantly Mexican-American) United
Farm Workers, we call for an international UF W, organizing farmworkers
in Mexico (a large percentage of whom
produce for the U.S, market in any
case) to achieve wages equal to those
of unionized agricultural labor in the
U.S.
Finally, while large-scale immigration is ineVitably affected by economic
factors at the present level of devel-

Lenin on " Frontiers"
"What does the 'method' of socialist revolution under the
slogan 'Down with frontiers' mean?
We maintain that the
state is necessary, and a state presupposes frontiers. The
state, of course, may hold a bourgeois government, but
we need the Soviets. But even Soviets are confronted with
the question of frontiers. What does 'Down with frontiers'
mean? It is the beginning of anarchyoo .. Only when the socialist revolution has become a reality, not a method, will
the slogan 'Down with frontiers' be a correct slogan."
-V.I. Lenin, "Speech on the National Question," April 1917
saril)' chauvinist and oppressive. It
would be impermissible, for example,
for a communist parliamentary fraction
to vote for any immigration quotas,
even "liberal" ones, in a bourgeois
parliamenL Instead, they would vote
against all raciall~T and nationally discriminatory immigration quotas, pointing out that the real answer to concerns
about "protecting jobs" is united international working-class action and socialist revolution,
It is, moreover, obligatory for communists to fight for the rights of all
immigrants and for e i g n workers,
whether or not in the country legally,
The labor and socialist movements

opment of productive forces, the question of specifiC groups of refugees,
prisoners, etc., is purely political.
Thus, for instance, we are (except for
the fact that Castro doesn't want them
either) militantly unenthusiastic about
the former Batista prison guards, drug
dealers and anU-communist emigres
whom the U.S. government accepted
with open arms. In contrast, the entire labor movement has a direct interest in vigorously demanding that
the U,S, extend the right of political
asylum to the trade-union and socialist militants who are im.orisoned and
threatened with execution by the bloody
junta in Chile! •
WORKERS VANGUARD

which has consistently fought for the
interests of the working class is the
Socialist Labour Lea g u e." (Labour
Press, October 8, 1973) The class can
be won to revolutionary politics, and its
potential allies mobilised, only on the
basis of struggle around a programm'o
which meets the felt needs of the oppressed today and leads to socialist
revolution. Such a programme the SLL
replaces with economism and simple
calls of "Follow me:" This was not the
way of Trotsky.
The Fourth Internationa~ 's Transitional Programme-valid in all its
fundamentals today-called for " ...
committees on prices, made up of delegates froITl factories, trade unions,
co-operatives, farmers' organisations,
the 'little man' of the city, housewives, etc." These committees must not
be based on illusions that the state can
control prices, nor that their own demands to themselves control prices can
be met und.er capitalismo They mustbe
organised on a programme of: a sliding
scale of wages (so they go up with
prices); open the account books of bus iness; and nationalisation of industry
without com)ensation under workers
con t r 0 1. As the Transitional Programme says, "By this means the workers will be able to prove to the farmers
that the real reason for high prices is
not high wages but the exorbitant profits of the capitalists and the overhead
expenses of capitalist anarchy." (The
small farmers Trotsky uses as an example of the oppressed sections of the
petty-bourgeoisie are no longer a significant stratum in Australia.) The
struggle of the working class and its
potential allies against high prices must
be led beyond the boundaries of capitalism to proletarian revolution.

SWL Perverts Trotskyism
The reformist Socialist Workers
League, which gives lip service to Trotskyism, criminally transforms the call
of the Transitional Programm'" for
committees on prices into a classless,
single-issue campaign subordinating
the working class to petty-bourgeois
protest politicso The SWL holds l!P as
a model for an "anti-inflation" movement last May's meat boycott in the
United States (Direct Action, November
9, 1973), a self-defeating and completely bankrupt tactic cynically used
by the "progressive" wing of the American labour bureaucracy to lobby President Nixon for. a more "equitable"
wage-price freeze! The SWL also provides a clear example of the tailist
politics of Pabloism in the workers
movement when the' same issue of
Direct Action engages in apologetics
for the "Socialist Left" in the Victorian
ALP: "Real opposition [to the wage
freeze] is coming from the Labor movement including some' of the leaders of
the Victorian Socialiilt Left of the ALP
and oursel veso .. " We find that this "real
opposition" consisted of tacking an
addendum to the Socialist Left's "YesNo" position calling for a cost-of-living
escalator-which even vVhitlam has occasionally endorsed! The S WL' s Pabloist methodology leads it to adopt the
role of a left pressure on the Socialist
Left, which is-apparently-supposed
to become the instrument of proletarian
revolution. In reality the SWL simply
serves as a left support to the Lll1ion
bureaucracy,
0

0

For Revolutionary Alternative
Leadership in the Unions
The working class needs not leftwing apologies for the treachery of the
labour lieutenants of capital, but an
alternative political leadership openly
based on a programme adequate to the
tasks of the proletariat, a transitional
programme beginning with the day-today, immediate demands of the class
and leading inexorably to the dictatorship of the proletariat, the overthrow of
capitalist property relations as a whole.
Revolutionaries must create an opposition within the workers organisations
clearly based on such a fullprogram:ne
of struggle against capitalism, as the
only real alternative to the policies of
Whitlam/Hawkeo _
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Soul Power or Workers Power?
broadly based trade union. Thus, while
the DRUM constitution demanded a
membership based on programm.1.tic
a g r e em e n t, it was forced to set
up v a rio u s makeshift 1 eve 1 s of
"affiliation. "
Dual-unionist in p r inc i p 1 e, the
League caucuses nonetheless vacillated
in their conceptions concerning the degree to which it was permissible to
work within the UAW. At times, they
emphasized the similar positions of
black and white workers under capitalism, or claimed interest in "apeaceful
change in our Local 3. DRUM 'las always
represented all elements of Hamtramck
Assembly" (DRUM Newsletter, undated)o In a march on. a UA W Special
Convention (November 1969), they demanded "50% representation for black
workers on the international executive
board" and Reuther's replacement by a
black preSident, yet maintained the
need for autonomous League control
over the black membership.
Their program raised a number of
transitional demands, indicating a certain familiarity with Trotskyism and
the Transitional Program. These demands included an end to unemployment through a shortened workweek,
organizing the unorganized and unemployed, organization of workers militias for self-defense and the call for a
general strike against the Indochina
war. H8wever, their work in the plants
was characterized by Simple shopfloor economism coupled with exposes
of company and union racism. Tlle
plant newsletters would describe the
raCist, shoddy medical care provided
by the clinic or the racism of an
individual foreman or union official.
Having rejected the perspective of a
long, but necessary struggle to replace
the International bureaucracy with a
revolutionary leadership, the League
rationalized its impotence with an emphasis on local issues: "We must keep
our eyes open and see through the
elaborate smoke screen of the National
contracts and focus on our local supplement which is the point at which
we lose or gain" (ELRUM leaflet,
1970)0

T his parochial outlOOk resulting
from the absence of a program to unite
the entire class eventually facilitated

a motion away from the auto plants
as well as the UAW and led the League to
seek support from non-working-class
elements in the black community. In
Our Thing is DRUM, LRBW leader
Hamlin said:
"We always had an impulse to stay
with the plants and organize the plants
because that's where the power was.
That's where blacks have power, they
are the producers, they can close
down the economy. But after we recognized that we had to involve all our
people in supporting those struggles
in the plants, we began to look beyond
factories .... What had happened was
that the League r~presents a merger of
a n u m b e r of various elements in
the black' com m u nit y and includes
students .... "
That these "various elements," essentially hostile class forces, could not
be cohesively unified into a Single political formation became evident with
the later factional split in the LRB W.
The logical conclusion of their nationalism, in a country where no material
basis for a black nation exists, was to
tail after the petty-bourgeois elements
(and Cockrel's personal ambitions) in
openly reformist community-control
struggles, abandoning the struggle for a
militant opposition in the plants. Thus,
the caucuses became tools in the struggle for community contr9l, and the
League went full circle from seeing
the black {!ommunity as a supportive
mechanism behind the vanguard struggle of the black proletariat, to assigning the black worker a supportive role
in the community struggle.
The factors leading to the League's
rightward shift in emphasis were not
accidental, of course, since its dualunionism, anti-white-worker approach
did not accept the reality of American
society which the League itself put
forward: that black workers are an
essential sector of the American proletariat. And while an organization of
black workers could play an important
role in class struggle if linked to a
united proletarian vanguard party, the
League's nationalist orientation led it
to orient black workers against white,
thus condemning itself to impotence in
the face of the company and UA W
bureaucracy.

The League Splits
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Though the split of the League of
Revolutionary Black Workers in June
1971 concerned the question of merging
with the newly-formed Black Workers
Congress, it was a result of the longstanding ten s ion inherent in the
League's contradictory "pro-workingclass" nationalism, The League had not
effecti vely struggled for programmatic
clarity to begin with, and the factional
lineups clearly reflected the different
sections and appetites in the heterogeneous organization. The faction favoring the maintenance of a separate
identity for the League consisted of the
worker cadre and those leadership
elements involved in the early plant

activities-Baker, Wooten, Williams,
Luke-Tripp. Rooted in the day-to-day
reality of the assem'Jly line, their
driving concern was a struggle· to
change the conditions on the shop floor.
On the other side were the pettybourgeois types like Cockrel, Hamlin
and Watson in the pro-B WC faction, who
saw black workers as a tool to enable
the "black people" to get a piece of
the actiono
Ostensibly, the maj or factional issue in vol v e din the split was nationalism. In fact, both sides were stronvly
nationalist. The pro-LRB W he 1 d a
third-period Stalinist position calling
for the creation of a black nation after
a successful proletarian revolution,
whereas the ostensibly anti-nationalist
Cockrel wing had an openly reformist,
popular-front con c.e p t ion of involvement "in mass struggles in the community as well as the plant" (LRBW split
documents).

Socialism in One City
The community-control nationalism
of the pro-BWC wing was a theoretical
mask for its opportunistic appetite for
political power in DetroiL Thus, it was
Cockrel and Hamlin who served as the
League's spokesmen to the white radi-.
cal community, and it was Watson who
achieved notoriety as editor of The
South End, when he turned that campus
newspaper into an unofficial organ of
the League and an avowedly revolutionary daily paper. Watson's role in the
West Central Organization and the
PASCC, and Hamlin's in the BlackStudent United Front, were the main elements in the League's commumtycontrol work.
They, along with ex-SNCC leader,
and sometime LRBW leader, James
Foreman, were the organizers of the
Black Economic Development Conferance, a scheITle to hnance black ch:>.r'l.ties and small bUSInesses through extortion from white churches. Cockrel 's
major work was in the flashy legal
defense cases, and all three were instrumental in setting up the Motor
City Labor League and Control, Conflict, and Change Book Club, a white
support group. Cockrel and Hamlin
viewed the League's isolation in Detroit as a streagth and foresaw the
possibility of winning electoral con sol
of the city: "the resources we want to
acquire in Detroit is, you know, monopolistic control of the use of force .•.
control over the apparatus of state
power" (Our Thing is DRUM).
If Stalin's theory of "socialism in
one country" was a criminal apology
for Soviet Russia's isolation, Cockrel's
"socialism in one city" is a cover for
appetites to win a place in respectable bourgeois politicso Cockrel's direction is straight toward the Democratic Par t y as a newer mod e 1
Coleman Youngo
This orientation is as far removed
from the motivation which initially
attracted black workers to DRUM as is
continued on page 10
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Soul Power. ••
the Mayor's desk in Detroit City Hall
from the assembly lines at Dojge Main,
Their nationalism was a raging reaction
to the racism of the bureau~rats and
the bosses and a violent disappointment
in the apparent apathy of their white
class brothers, The pro-B WC faction
somewl1at accurately accused the other
wing of "contending that in essence
all League activity should be focused
upon Dodge Main and Eldon plants,
[and posing] a reformist, economist
progra:n that opposed the antiimperialist line of the BWC with a
ma.ss line of 'Black Workers Unite'."
Though it still called for community control, the pro-LRBW wing w.'t.s
motivated by a workerist impulse which
nonetheless recognized the B WC' s antiimperialist emphasis as a liquidation
of class interests into a classless front:
"A calling for everyone to struggle
against imperialism subsumes one's
own struggle to the majority to the
extent that the specific form of our
struggle is overlooked and we end up
for example with anti-war demonstrations as the prime form as opposed to
organizing Black people around concrete conditions."
-Split documents,
pro-LRBW position

The pro-LRB W wing alternative was
"zerOing in on the plant settings with
the appropriate use of the MarxistLeninist method" and "building the
mass base of Black workers around
proletarian consciousness," Its nationalist line was that "the removal of
capitalism does not stamp out racists,"
and thus, blacks must have "the revolutionary right to self-determi.nation
and secession aft e r capitalism j.s
smashed," This position, and the general identification of these elements
with Maoism, led a num'Jer of them
to join the latter-day third-p e rio d
Stalinists of the Communist League.
Of the 0 the r fa c t ion, only Mike
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Hamlin was to remain active in the
BWC, now closely connected with the
right-Maoist Revolutionary Union,
The splintered League left behind
a ,twofold legacy in Detroit: on the
one hand, a nationalist-tinged socialdemocracy-in-em'Jryo (manifested in
the complementary appetites 0: Ken
Cockrel and Jordan Sim:,), and, on the
other, a hard nationalist semisyndicalist cad r e embedded in the
inner-city auto plants.
Cockrel's pro-BWC position in the
split was designed to pro,Jel him into
a more acceptable milieu for his political appetites. Already, through the
Labor Defense Coalition (which he took
with him out of the League) and his
earlier legal defense work, Cockrel had
established ties with white radicals
like "Marxist" Judge Justin Ravitz and
black liberals like Colem'ln Young.
After his brief stay in the BWC, Cock-reI's LDC initiated the anti-STRESS
cam)aign, with its watered-down version of community control of the police.
Cockrel's changing rhetoric is a
barometer of his adaptability in pursuit of personal ambitions: his earlier
black workerese ("Dig the whole characterization that black people give jobs
man: it's a 'yoke,' it's a 'hang,' it's
a 'slave' •.• " [Our Thing is DRUM])
g a v e way to "responsible radical"sounding declarations of the need "to
use the 1973 municipal elections to
take power and use that power in the
interests of the people." This in turn
gave way to a diplomatically neutral,
back-handed support for Democrat
Coleman Young when Cockrel realized
he personally had no chance of winning
a mayoral election at this time: "of
all the individuals being talked about
as being 'electable,' Coleman Young
comes closest to an individual with
whom we could work" (Groundwork,
July 1973).
. At a time when both bourgeois
parties stand increaSingly exposed ;lS
being unable to satisfy the most minim,'ll nee d s of the working class,
Cockrel is grooming his base in preparation for diverting the dissatisfaction of Detroit's largely black proletariat into the snare of a homegrown
social democracy.
The logical complement to Cockrel' s
cityc~hall soc i a 1 democracy is, of
course, a slicker, blacker, more palatable bureaucracy in the UAW. The
fragile position of the present bureaucrats was revealed by the -fear with
which they viewed the relatively small
LRBW caucuses, as well as their panic
during the recent Mack Avenue Stamping Plant sitdown, the River Rouge
shootout and the UAW's desperate
maneuvering to shove the 1973 contract down auto workers' throats.
The League's failure tobuildaprincipled opposition to that bureaucracy,
not to abandon the existing mass workers organizations but to struggle within
the UAW for a united movement of
class-conscious black and white workers, opened the way for demagogic
reformists like Jordan Sims. Sims,
now president of Eldon Local 961, saw
the futility of the League's separatist
line, and then opted for joining the
bureaucracy rather than fighting it.
In the recent Chrysler negotiations last
September, Sims voted for the grossly
sell-out contract before claiming he had
been "duped" into it.
Neither the minimally economist
demands that SimB' United National
Caucus puts forward in its role as the
respectable "left" opposition to the
Woodcock leadership, nor the shopfloor economism of DRUM's earlier
"mass line," can -advance by one iota
the political consciousness of workers
-black or white: This is not to deny
that there are differences. Whereas
md ny of the original LRB W cadre were
apparently driven by a revolutionary
impulse, Sims is driven by something
much more mundane-a thirst to replace the presently isolated, ineffective
Woodcock bureaucracy with a more
streamlined machine, better capable of
serving as the "labor lieutenants of
capital. "
The 0 the r legacy, the League's
s e m i-syndicalist, "third-world" nationalism, as expressed by the proLRB W f act ion, now fin d s itself

supporting the Communist League while
clandestinely buried in the inner-city
auto plants. Subjectively revolutionary
instincts notwithstanding, its members
will find no revolutionary solution within the framework of the CL's reformist
Stalinism, Once more, they will be
confronted with many of the contradictions t hat wracked DRUM and
ELRUM early on.
There may be a militant impulse
behind rejection of the Moscow-line
Stalinists' pipedreams of a "peaceful
road to socialism" and Martin Luther
King-style pleas for interracial harmony. But the CL's Peking-brand of
peaceful coexistence and crackpotnationalist theory ,of a "negro nation"
in the Deep South (with a majority
of "white negroes":) are no better . .
Only by breaking sharply with the
petty-bourgeois pOlitics of trade-union
reformism and Stalinism and adopting
the proletarian program of Trotskyism
can subjectively revolutionary black
worker militants contribute to overcoming the crisis of proletarian leadership which is today the decisive
roadblock to socialist revolution" In
struggling to build a unified Leninist
vanguard party based 0;1 the Transitional Program and to rebuild the
Fourth International destroyed by Pabloist reVisionism, it is now possible
to lay the bases to replace the symbiotic duo of petty-bourgeois black
nationalism and reactionary white racism with proletarian internationalism.

For a United Vanguard Party
and Class-Struggle Union
Caucuses
The membership of the League was
certainly motivated in good part by
militant opposition to the pro-company
bureaucracy of the UA Wand by a
desire for a proletarian strategy for
black liberation, as opposed to the
Panthers' idolization of "brother-onthe-block" lumpen elements. But this
is not to ignore the perniciOUS honkybaiting and anti-white pseUdo-nationalism which were also an integral part
of the LRBW-and to which so milch
of the left accommodated or prostrated itself in a pathetic attempt to
tail after the popular petty-bourgeois
current of the moment. As Lenin remarked repeatedly, it is the task of
the proletariat "to combat nationalism
of every kind" ("The Right of Nations
to Self-Determination," 1914).
UnprinCipled tailism is not the way
to win and edu,cate solid communist
cadre, capable of leading the m'1sses
to victory over capitalism by successfully combatting all forms of reformist
false conSciousness, among them nationalism. Among the tasks of the
Trotskyist vanguard, rather, is to state
clearly the responsibilities of socialist
militants who claim to stand for Marxism-Leninism and the historic interests of the proletariat.
The "black question" is one of the
most difficult, and at the same time
strategically most important, problems
for U.S. communists. Its solution requires an uncom)romising fight against
white chauvinism and the myriad forms
of special oppression of minority workers and an equally consistent struggle
against the bourgeois ideology of nationalism, even in the m)st "proletarian" guise. The latter is no academic
question.
Black workers are a doubly oppressed section of the U.S. proletariat,
forcibly segregated at the lowest levels.
Consequently, the i r liberation will
come about only through socialist revolution and common struggle with white
workers under the leadership of a
unified vanguard party. The concept of
a separate black nation in the U.S,
not only lacks an objective basis in the
class struggle and political economy
of the country, but actually plays into
the hands of those whose answer to
social conflicts is race war-the inevitable result of which would be the massacre of thousands of blacks and the
triumph of white racism. More than
any other SOCial group, minority working people have a direct interest in
working-class unity.
In the factories, even with the pres-

ent level of widespread racial discrimination, separate org;anizations of black
workers would be a hindrance rather
than an aid to class unity. Instead, the
best guarantee for a struggle against
racial discrimi.nation is uncompromising hositility to any form of labor
reformism. Thus the SL's call for
trade-union caucuses based on the
full transitional program, rather than
opportunist lowest-common denominator "militant" formations pushed by
various fake lefts, is of particular
importance for black worker militants.
Tho ugh their concerns are not
limited to the fight against racial discrimination, such caucuses are a much
more effective weapon in securing even
i m m e d i ate gains for speciallyoppressed minority workers than reformist formations organized around
the single issue of raCial oppressionwhich is what the- League's caucuses
(DRUM, ELRUM, etc.) effectively became. On the other hand, to the extent
that DRUM demands such as ending
unemployment t h r 0 ugh a shortened
workweek, organization of workers militias for self-defense and a general
strike against the Indochina war were
intended seriously to pose a revolutionary alternative to the bureaucracy
(and not some reformist mishmash),
then Clearly it can only be harmful to
divide supporters of such a program
on racial lines.
The struggle against white racism
and special oppreSSion of minority
workers will depend on winning the
working masses to understand the need
for a class-struggle program on all
questions facing the labor movement,
and on posing the struggle against
special oppreSSion in a manner that
strengthens class unity instead of setting one part of the class against
another. Thus a class-3truggle tradeunion caucus would call for ending
unemployment through a sliding scale
of wages and hours and for an end to
all discriminatory practices in hiring
and upgrading.
On the other hand, while struggling
within the unions for the elimination
of all raCial, national and sexual discrimination, such a caucus would vigorously oppose taking the union to
court, i.e., calling on the bourgeois
state to arbitrate disputes within the
workers movement. It would raise demands which emphasize the international character of labor's struggl'e
for emanCipation (labor strikes against
imperialist wars, against protectionism, full citizenship rights for foreign
workers, for international strike action) and fight for its program on an
explicitly political basis, Thus in oppOSition to the bureaucracy's pOlicies
of begging for crumbs from the capitalist parties (Democratic and Rspublican) and petty-bourgeois nationalist
calls for a black party (which-witness
the 1971 Guy convention-end up tailing
after black Democrats), we call for a
workers party based on the unions to
fight for a workers government.
While the Stalinists occasionally pay
grudging lip service to Marxistprincipies when it does not interfere with
their ref 0 r m i s t maneuvers, their
trade-union work is uniformly characterized by Simple union militancy.
As Trotsky correctly remarked, the
purpose of raising transitional demands is to make a bridge between
the present consciousness and needs
of the masses and the socialist program of the revolution. 1.1 the epoch
of decaying capitalism, when successful reformism is impossible, the trade
unions will either be won to revolutionary leadership standing for the
Transitional Program or they will
serve as instruments of the bourgeoisie
in crushing the workers movement and
obliterating those gains already won by
labor through bitter struggle. Just as
worker -militants must transcend narrow trade unionism, so must revolutionists among the speCially oppressed
social strata transcend the specialinterest pressure group strategywhich offers no real solution to their
felt oppression-and embrace a socialist world view, which alone provides
a consistent strategy for a unified fight
a g a ins t capitalist exploitation and
oppression, •
WORKERS VANGUARD
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.. .Long Lines
new form of preferential treatment, it
provides the com)any with a weapon to
break the union by creating new layers,
owing their a d van cern e n t to the
company-government deal, who view
the union as dominated by white, male
job trusting,

"Human Communication" with
Scabs ••• On a ClaSS-Struggle
Program?
A class-struggle program against
discrimination begins with defense of
the rights of the employed workers,
opposition to divisive quotas which accept the job market as determined by
the capitalists and solidarity wit h
strikes against scabbing. Any support
for the government's union-busting" Affirmative Action" schemes, particularly coming from ostensibly revolutionary organizations such as the socialdemocratic International Socialists or
the Maoist Revolutionary Union, is a
betrayal of elementary labor solidarity
a g a ins t the bourgeois governmenL
(Another example of such bleedingheart liberalism came during the strike
when, misled by Maoist conceptions
that the most oppressed workers are
necessarily the most revolutionary,
some radicals in Local 1150 organized
as the "Bell Workers Action Committee" of Strike Back, supported by the
Harpers Ferry Organization made
excuses for women scabbing. They
called for "human communication" with
operators as they crossed the picket
lines, even op;losing the elementary
defensive measure of union fines for
all strikebreakers!)
A class-struggle program would include the demand for a shorter workweek at no loss in pay, in order to open
Ul) jobs in all levels. Furthermore,
demands for massive wage bikes in tbe
lower-paid categories, to help equalize
wages in the industry; for free 24-hour
child care under workers control; and
equal access to all job training must
be raised. Fairness in hiring and upgrading, on a plant-wide basis from
date of entry, should be ensured through
union control of employment, including
a union hiring hall.
The key to implementing such a
program is the question of leadership,
The militant-talking Local 1150 leadership, however, has shown no improvement over the record of the procompany Beirne machine in the International, Candopoulos' verbal enthusiasm (in an interview with Workers
Vanguard) for "dignity," an end to
discrim:.nation and a labor party (in
the future!) did not prevent him from
supporting Beame for New York mayor
and basing his plans not on the ffi'::>bilized strength of the workers, but on
Democratic politicians-who "will be
backing us all the way" -despite their
miserable anti-labor records. Reportedly, the local meeting which decided
to strike also decided to dispense
with specific demands against the company, since these would deny "flexibility" to the leadership in the negotiations. This can only mean "flexibility" to dispense with the workers'
interests, which is what happened in
the strike, 'giving rise to com)laints
that the whole action was a misadventure from the beginning.
Victory in the strike would have required full mobilization of the membership behind specific demands of ob.vious interest to the entire member-

ship. The real issues go beyond the
personal grievances of the two workers and the question of who struck
first, which confused many members .
All company supervisors must be eliminated from the shop floor, to be replaced by productive, non-diSCiplinary
union lead workers, Factory and shop
committees, with the power to strike
production units (buildings, shifts, etc.)
must be set up to handle grievances
and draw into struggle the most oppressed workers. More than just redreSSing the immediate grievance,
these demands would directly challenge
the company's "right" to organize production as it sees fit and thus lead
to a struggle over the fundamental
question of who will rule in industry,
capital or labor.
Such a struggle goes far beyond
shop-floor grievances and requires
above all an alternative leadership to
replace the present sellout Meany /
Beirne labor bureaucracy. This requires the formation of a national cau-
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cus based on a class-struggle program
for the CWA, A militant leadership
would wage a struggle for workers control of production throughout the industry, in which the workers committees
would examine the books and records
of the company, exposing profits, maneuvers and back-room deals to full
public inspection. This would enable
the comm'lnications workers to launch
a campaign to tear the so-called "public" telephone monopoly out of the hands
of its avaricious private owners,
by nationalization under workers control, The necessary complement of such
demands is, of course, a call for a workers government to replace the rule of
capital, so that the labor of workers can
truly serve the interests of SOCiety
rather than Simply swelling the profits
of the giant corporations. _
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Phone workers interested in a Class-struggle program for CWA should contact
the Militant Action Caucus (MAC) of Oakland Local 9415. The Militant Action
Caucus spearheaded the successful drive against Amendment 19~2C (which would
have given local bureaucrats a free hand to expel from the union virtually any
oppositionist) atthe lastCWA convention. MAC's program includes points against
discrimination, unemployment, and government intervention, and for workers
contrOl, a workers party and workers government. MAC publ ishes a regular paper,
Militant Action Report. Samples on request.
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ILWU Militant Fights
Blacklist Firing
Systematic purging of reds and militants is a regular feature of life in
West Coast warehouses, as employers
hope to repress any militant response
to the i r speed-up and productivity
schemes before it starts. One recent
case promises to focus the fight against
rampant blacklisting of militants in the
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union (IL WU), Bob
Mandel, prominent anti-war leader of
the 1960's (one of the "OaklandSeven"leaders of the militant but adventurist
attem;lt to shut down the Oakland draft
induction center), and a full member
of 'IL WU Warehouse Local 6 since 1970,
was "terminated" from his job in an
obvious political firing in December.
Blacklisting prevents a worker from
getting off probation (90 days) on any
job in a Distributors' Association warehouse (most warehouses are in the
Association), Mandel has been a victim
of the blacklist since 1971, when he
was one of the leaders of a petition
campaign in Local 6 for a strike in
solidarity wit h the longshoremen's
strike of that year. Since then, he has
been fired or "laid off" before the end
of the probation period from at least
15 warehouses-every warehouse in
which he worked. In the most recent
case, he was "laid off" despite the
fact that he had been there longer than
some others and the company has
made subsequent attempts to hire other
workers. .
Blacklisting, often under the direct
inspiration or control of the government, is nothing new on the waterfro:1L
In the post- World War II anticommunist witchhunt, reds and militants were screened from the Sailors'
Union of the Pacific. During the Korean
War, a similar "security" screening
combed fully 10 percent of the IL WU
membership from waterfront jobs (of
these, 65 percent were blaCk), Still in
the hands of Stalinist Communist Party
supporters despite the anti-communist
purge of the CIO, the ILWU leadership
remained fair game for government
persecution. Five attempts to deport
President Harry Bridges were made
over 21 years, and in 1953 the union
was forced to lead a three-day general
strike in Hawaii to protest the Smith
Act conviction of its chief Hawaiian
leader, Jack Hall.
Having made its peace with capitalism even before World #ar II, and
collaborating with imperialism during
the war, the Bridges leadership survived the McCarthyite persecutions by
selling itself to local employer interests. Bridges signed away the rights
of the membership to resist waterfront
"productivity" schemes in two fiveyear contracts. Today, militants who
are fired for fighting grievances on
the job or defending earlier victims,
get only perfunctory "defense" at best,
while the real effort of the leadership
goes to conCiliating employer abuse of
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the probation period and ensuring "uninterrupted" production,
Mandel's case COincides with two
grievances over similar cases, each
involving former shop stewards who
have been victimized throughout the
industry for militant activities as stewards. One, a CP sympathizer, led a
series of work -actions culminating in a
work stoppage, and the other, supported
by the Maoist Revolutionary Union,
combatted a dangerous health condition
in a chemical laboratory organized by
the local. The bureaucracy's response
to these typical blacklist cases has
been stalling and foot-dragging: in the
case of the CP sympathizer, a vote
at a membership meeting was required
to get the leadership to file a grievance
on his behalf; in Mandel's case, a
grievance has yet to be filedo
Mandel is an outspOken member of
the union who, among other things, recently advocated the "hot cargo" (refUSing to handle) treatment for struck
lettuce and grapes, in support of the
California farm Norkers' strike, and
similar treatment for goods going to or
from Chile after the reactionary coup
by army officers toppled Allende's
popular-front regime. The latter point
has been especially embarraSSing for
CP supporters in the union and the
union leadership, since the latter were
uncritical of Allende's conciliation of
the army, Anxious to preserve their
"respectability," the IL WU 1 e a d e r s
wish to play down serious struggle
against the military junta, particularly
sharp class struggle-such as hot cargoing-which would directly involve
them. Ask e din an interview why
he was being per sec ute d, Mandel
rpsponded:
"I fought for the elimination of the probation period, and for the right to
strike against layoffs and bad conditions, for workers control, etc., but in
the long run, it is because I call-as
at the last union convention-for such
things as a workers party and a workers government."

A leaflet on the blacklist signed by
Mandel and four other workers has
appeared, and the group is Circulating
a petition demanding action on the
three blacklist caseso As the leaflet,
"Defend the Union-Smash the Employers' Blacklist," pOints out, "By allowing the employers to screen out whoever they see fit, the blacklist undermines the hiring hall and opens the
door to an all-out attack on the union. n
Mandel and other workers are attem)ting to form a united-front committee which would fight for action in
defense of all blacklist victims. Such
a committee should allow full expression of different points of view, which
is essential for the maintenance of
workers dem:)cracyo Every union member has an interest in supporting such
a committee and smashing the employers' blacklist. _
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Australian Labor Government's Wage/Price
Controls Referendum Defeated
To the surprise of the public opinion pollsters and the government, Australian voters decisively turned down
the dual referendum on price and wage
controls in early December. Some 66
percent rejected wage controls, while
56 percent opposed price controls as
well. This decisive "No-No" vote represents a s ha l' p defeat for the A.ustralian Labor Party government led by
Prime Minister Gough Whitlam. Whitlam has aspirations to "ra tiona lize "
Australia's capitalist economy through
a technocratic program of state economic controls. His models are Social
Democrat Willy Brandt's coalitiongovernmenl :n West Germany and Harold
Wilson's Labour government in Britain during the late 1960's. However,
unfortunately for the aspiring techno~
crats of the l' e form i s t social-democratic and labor parties, they must
still contend with the militant reaction
of their working-class base.
While the leading capitalist newspap e r s, the Australian and the Age,
supported the ALP government, calling for a "Yes-Yes" vote, the Liberal
Party called for opposition to federal
control, , preferring direct confrontation with the unions to Whittam's maneuvering and apparently desiring to
leave the question of economic controls
to the state governments where they and
the Country Party hold power. However, Australian workers (even in ALP
strongholds) voted strongly against both
wage and price controls because they
we r e convinced, correctly, that even
price controls would simply be an excuse for de facto wage controls. That

this was the case was made clear by
Prime Minister Whitlam who had declared: " ••• if the people of Australia
give us the power to control prices and
if our efforts to contain inflation within reasonable limits then fail, we shall
receive the full cooperation of the trade
union movement in restraining wages
and income" (quoted in Direct Action,
27 September 1973). Bob Hawke, head of
the Australian Council of Trade Unions,
was not quite so categorica I (if only because he could be more easily unseated
by an outburst of militancy from the union ranks), but als.o made clear his support for "voluntary" wage controls: "We
give you the assurance that our wage
claims will be reduced if the Federal
Government controlled prices," he declared on September 20 (ibid.).
We are reprinting below the article,
"No to Whitlam's Prices and Wages
Fraud," from Australasian Spartacist
No.5, 5 December 1973, published by
our comrades of the Spartacist League
of Australia and New Zealand. In it they
draw attention to the fact that the "YesNo" (i.e., "yes" to price controls, "no"
to wage controls) campaign of the various Stalinist groups tailed after the
trade-union bureaucracy and s e r v e d
only to create illusions in the possibility of ref 0 r m i ng capitalism. Of the
groups mentioned in the article, the SPA
is the pro-Moscow Stalinist party in
Australia, while the SWAG is composed
of Mao enthusiasts and the CPA affects
an "independent" Sfalinist stance sympathetic to the ultra-reformist policies
of the Italian Communist Party.

NO TO WHITLAM'S PRICES AND WAGES FRAUD
Under a pretense of aprogramme to
preserve the popular standard of hving,
Whitlam's government is preparing for
exactly the opposite-inflation "controlled" at the expense of the working
class.

Whitlam: Fake "Price
Controls" and a "Voluntary"
Wage Freeze
The two referenda Whitlam is sponsoring-supported by a section of the
bourgeoisie-are presented as an effort
to gain federal government powers over
prices and wages. In fact, however, they
are a duplicitous "public relations" exercise: the price control power is being
sought only to make more palatable to
the working class a policy of "voluntary" wage controls. The incomes control proposal is merely an attempt to
placate the less" enlightened" capitalists, who will accept the marginal impositions of the fake price controls on
their sectional interests only if these
are coupled to the threat of more direct
forms of state wage control than that
now exercised through the "arbitration"
system. That the incomes control question is wholly a fraud is demonstrated
by the fact that Whitlam has admitted
that the power to control prices will
probably include the power to control
the price of labour-wages-in any case.

Labor Government Carries
Out Capitalist Policy
A general and openly state-enforced
wage freeze would pose dangers which
Whitlam and the predominant elements
in the ruling class see as unnecessary
at the momento They hope instead to buy
for the trade-union bureaucrats (with
the mirage of price controls) the poli12

tical credit to force "voluntary" wage
controls on most of the working class.
At a time when the working class is
weakened by higher unemployment levels (for example, in next year's expected recession) the ruling class will
attempt to impose a tougher policy, with
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Left, Prime Minister Whitlam. Right, trade-union chief Hawke.

frontation with the organisations of the
worl<ing class, and those who want to
postpone the social and pOlitical turmoil
which would result from such a confrontation, The more "liberal" capitalists
(such as those who control the Australian) have a lJolicy of wherever p:)ssible fOOling the working class instead
of fighting it. They see the Labor Party,
with its contradictory character, as the
best steward of capitalism at this time,
its leadership completely committed to
capitalism on the one hand, and its
working-class base subj ect to limited
but real control through the trade-union
bureaucracy, on the other. In the procapitalist betrayers of the Whitlam/
Hawke ALP leadership, the bourgeOisie
findS ready tools for defending their
profits and their rule in society,
The falling-out between Whitlam and
Hawke represents only a minor episodic
clash between the zeal of the Whitlam
government in pronnting capitalist interests and the self-interest of the central union bur e au c r a c y, They are
agreed on the deSirability of token price
controls as a tool to deceive the workers, but Hawke declares that W!1itlam is
going too far with his incomes control
proposal. Hawke is scarcely interested

Australian Ford workers strike last summer.

more stringent and direct wage controls. Doubtless they would like some
clear legal powers in reserve for this
Situation, but they could almost certainly find a way without any constitutional change.
The referendum fraud is lent som·2
credibility by Whitlam' s quarrel with
the openly anti-working-class Liberals. This quarrel merely reflects a difference in tactics within the ruling class
between those like Snedden, who believe
that it is already time for direct con-
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in defending the independence of the
trade unions from bourgeois state control over wages as a principle of class
struggle, What he wants is to preserve
the independence and freedom of m;lnoeuvre of the entrenched bureaucrats
who must appear to act in the interests
of the rank and file in order to maintain
their usefulness in the workers movement as agents of the bourgeoisie. Whitlam and Hawke can agree to differ because Whitlam and the Labor Party tops
do not want to campaign so hard for

wages powers as to alienate the trade
unions; and Hawke and the union bureaucrats he represents have long accepted wage controls in another guise,

Fake Lefts Cover for Hawke
Whitlam is given all the flexibility
he wants by his referendum: he promises nothing about the application of the
powers. The workers are not even being
asked to vote for a reform under the illusion that Whitlam will carry it out.
And he has further covered himself by
saying that even the exercise offederal
powers over both prices and wages cannot end inflation. So much for the" revo- lutionary" pretensions of the Communist Party of Australia (CPA), Socialist
Party of Australia (SPA), and Socialist
Workers Action Group (SWAG), who call
for a "Yes-No" vote to give Whitlam
powers over prices-so that he has, as
a SWAG leaflet puts it, "no excuse not to
fight inflation." The pOlicies of the CPA
and SPA are the reflection of their leaderships' role as the reformist "left
wing" flank of the trade union bureaucracy. SWAG's position is Simply one
link in the chain of capitulation resulting
from their orientation toward the fake
lefts of the Victorian labour movement:
setting out merely to tail Socialist Left
types, they are now eager to fall in step
behind the central bureaucracy led by
Hawke,
The CPA's campaign for a "Yes"
vote in the prices referendum exposes
the reformist, social-democratic core
behind their pseudo-radical rhetorictheir programme limited to the struggle
for reform within the framework of capitalism. Of course, for the CPA" ... it
is no simple legislative matter for a
class battle is involved in which people
must become active, and new, socialist
values be brought to the fore." (Eric
Aarons, "Importance of Price Control",
Tribune, October 23-29, 1973) That is,
for the CPA the class struggle is reduced to a constitutional referendum,
and "socialist values" to a legalistic
deceit. The CPA's amorphous "action"
and petty-bourgeois "values" are just a
camouflage to hide their parliamentary
cretinism.

"Price Control" Under
Capitalism-Reform or
Illusion?
The CPA tries to hide the fact that
"The official struggle of the government
with high prices is only a deception of
the masses." (Trotsky, in the Transitional Programme) Even iftheir referendum were not a complete fraud, the
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